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Rationale.—Parents and/or guardians have the perogative to knot; how
their children are progressing in school and reciprocally American school
teachers, as servants of society, are obligated to provide this information.
Studies and investigations, under the chairmanship of Guy H. Hill,
reveal that pupil progress information desired by parents may be divided
into the following four categories:
a. In comparison with his group, how well is my child mastering
the various subject matter?
b. Considering his over-all ability and potentiality, is my child
working up to that level?
c. What strengths and weaknesses does my child evidence in his
class work?
d. How is my child progressing in social development, such as
citizenship, conduct, attitudes, etc*?
Some years ago a parent in her article, "A Parent Speaks," asserted:
There is one kind of report I value above all others—
the kind that not only tells me something of my child's growth
now but as it may be...« The best-reports are those which
leave a door ajar into the future.
The passing on of such information to parents and/or guardians at regular
intervals in some fashion or other is here termed "reporting student-status."
Joseph E. Wherry, "What Are Current Tr-ends in Reporting Student Growth
and Achievement to Parents?", The Bulletin of the National Association of
Secondary-School Principals, XKLII Upril, 1959), p* 1$>U» ———
2Edna Long, "A Parent Speaks," Education Digest, SIX, No. 2 (October,
1953), P. 32.
The ultimate value of such reporting should be to give information which
may and should be utilized by both student and his parents and/or guardians
to the end that his difficulties and weaknesses will be recognized and
attention will be directed toward improvement.
The problem of adequately reporting pupil status has, from times of
old, served as nourishment for lay critics of public education and has off
shoots which diffuse into all aspects of education from administrative
organization to instruction* Wrinkle, in a brief but comprehensive state
ment of pupil report ramifications, says:
It is one aspect of the problem of measurement and
evaluation, it is a fundamental aspect of the guidance problem,
it looms large in the whole complex of the school's influence
on the attitudes, motivations, and emotional reactions of the
students, and it is frequently a delicate link in the relations
of the school and teacher to parents and the public generally.
An investigation into the history of education reveals that secondary-
school teachers, having long been preplexed by this problem, have come to
realize that an adequate, valid system of reporting is essential in high
school education* McCord states as some direct advantages of good re
porting the following:
It helps to provide (1} a way for students and teachers
to evaluate pupil achievement properly, (2) correct information
on pupil progress to parents, and (3) essential information
about students to colleges and future employers.2
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William L. Wrinkle, "Six Years of an Experiment in Marking and Report
ing in the Secondary School of the Colorado State College of Education,"
Guidance in Public Secondary Schools, ed. Arthur E. Traxler (Lancaster:
Lancaster Press, Inc., 193?), P* 87.
2
George M. McCord, "What Are Current Trends in Reporting Student
Growth and Achievement to Parents?", The Bulletin of the National Associa-
tion of Secondary-School Principals, XLIII (April, 1959;, p» 155.
And as perhaps equally important, he lists as by products of good school
reporting systems:
•••improved school-parent relations, increased student motivation
and effort, better teacher planning and instruction, and finer
student-teacher understandings.
Of the numerous instruments currently being used in America's secondary
schools to report student-status to parents the most prevalent are report
cards or booklets, narratives or letter reports, parent-teacher conferences,
2
and combinations of different reporting methods. Of these, the report
card, on which letter marks of "A, B, C, D" of "F" appear, is by far the
most common.
It is felt by contemporary educators that school marks, when employed,
should symbolize evaluation results of pupil progress in all important
developmental areas* Investigations by Smith, Standley, Hughes and others
reveal that school marks may be of educational significance
• ••(1) to pupils by acquainting them with the objectives of the
school, by revealing the knowledge of progress toward school
objectives, and by serving as incentives to further accomplish
mentsj (2) to teachers by serving as a means of self-appraisal,
by providing an articulate basis for individualized pupil and
group-instructional planning, as well as for other forms of
guidance and counseling, and by promoting the development of
a critical self-appraisal by pupils} (3) to administrators by
providing a basis for the classification, promotion, and guidance
of pupils, by providing a means of evaluating teacher efficiency,
and by interpreting the schools to the public; and (U) to parents
by acquainting them with the objectives of the school, by help
ing them understand their own children better, and by aiding in
the development, of an intelligent cooperation between the home
and the school.**
Rational Education Association Research Bulletin, "Promotion and Re-
porting Practices," XXXV*No. h (December, 1957), p« 150.
^Lenonard H, Clark and Irving S. Starr, Secondary School Teaching
Methods (New Yorks Macmillan Co., 1959), p. 2£ol
^Maurice M. Smith, L. L. Standley, and Cecil L. Hughes, Junior High
School Education (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 19U2), p. 3U3.
According to the various studies examined by the -writer, it is the
concerted opinion of educational authorities that the report card can never
be completely effective as the sole method of home-communication.
Today, educators and laymen alike realize that the traditional school
mark—which was first employed to report the accomplishment of pupils toward
educational objectives restricted to subject-matter achievement—cannot
serve the cause of secondary education to the degree it once did. In re
cent years, the educational program of the secondary school has undergone
significant changes. Inclusive in this change is the broadening of the
concept of the function of education to encompass aspects of personality
development and human relationship as necessary outcomes of schoolwork.
Inherent in this change is the fact that pupil progress should no longer
be reported exclusively in terms of subject-matter achievement. Such a
change has compounded the reporting problem; such a change logically de
mands modifications of traditional reporting devices to better serve the
contemporary concept of education. As teachers have become cognizant of
these facts they have incessantly endeavored to create better methods of
reporting, i. e., devices which reflect the school's philosophy, devices
which adequately reflect the pupil's development within the framework of
the school's specific objectives; in essence, devices which are "scopeful"
enough to meet the demands of the modern concept of education.
Despite the numerous attempts to create better methods of reporting
pupil progress, an examination of present practices and current literature
shows that to date this is still a baffling problem.
Evolution of the Problem.--The role of the writer as a student in
course 556, Problems of Teaching and Observation in the Secondary School,
School of Education, Atlanta University, 19f>9, contributed to the evolution
of this problem. First, while preparing to make a formal class presenta
tion on "Appraising and Reporting Pupil Achievement" the writer secured,
through her extensive reading, a wholistic picture of the classical problem
of reporting pupil progress to parents and became very interested in the
multiplicity of methods employed in our American school to solve this prob
lem. Interest in this problem was catalized by the fact that it was in
this course that the writer experienced six weeks of practice teaching,
at the conclusion of which she was required to report her students* progress
in the form of the traditional summarizing letter marks. As one actively-
engaged in reporting pupil progress the writer became convinced that Smith,
Tyler, and their co-workers were correct in asserting that:
• ••the single mark in a subject hid the facts instead of showed
them clearly, because it was, in effect, an average or judge
ments about various elements in a pupil's progress that lost
their value when thus combined*
Out of these experiences, first passive then active, the writer became
keenly aware that though every parent has the right to know how his child
is progressing, far too many of the present-day reporting devices utilized
by teachers to meet this obligation are highly inadequate. Realizing that
reporting techniques have been and are being criticized by persons from
all walks of life, the writer found the techniques employed in her state
to be no exception* The writer was profoundly impressed by the omnipresence
of inadequacies of traditional means employed in American school systems
to report achievement and growth facts to parents as well as keenly aware
"TSugene R. Smith et al.3 Adventures in American Education. Vol. Ill:
Appraising and Recording Student Progress (Hew York: flarper & Bros., 19U2),
pp. UbB-89.
of the challenging nature of reporting problems to be encountered "when
a school cuts loose from the moorings of tradition and strive to do a
thorough job in this field." Therefore, the writer, having a zealous de
sire to do something constructive toward solving this problem, inaugurated
and executed a research on "Practices in Reporting Student-Status in
Florida Secondary School Systems." The ultimate goals of this research
were to ascertain and present an authentic, wholistic, accurate picture
of the "forms" and "methods" employed by the forty-eight participating
Florida secondary school systems in their reporting of pupil progress to
parents and/or guardians; and to make valuable recommendations toward im
provement of the methods used by these school systems so as to make them
more meaningful for the parent and/or guardian, the student, and the
teacher.
Contribution to Educational Knowledge.—The increased attention which
has been given in recent years toward solving the preplexing problem of
adequately reporting secondary student-status has made the writer cogni
zant of the fact that if a method of reporting student-status is to be com
prehensive and is to serve as a potent tool in the Improvement of schools,
it must tell the complete story about the growth and development of the
whole individual, not just his knowledge of subject matter but his progress
in social qualities, emotional maturity, and physical characteristics.
In this frame-of-reference, it is hoped that this study will make suffi
cient contributions in: (1) pointing out weaknesses and/or strengths in
different student-status reporting methods presently employed in Florida
Arthur £• Traxler (ed.), Guidance in PuDilc Secondary Schools
(Lancaster: Lancaster Press, Inc., 1939), p. 86.
secondary school systems, and (2) providing valuable information for others-
community citizens, school administrators, teachers, pupils, and persons
in educational research of an experimental nature — who are concerned about
the present adequacy of student-status reporting methods*
Statement of the Problem*—The problem of this study was to ascertain
the methods employed in Florida's secondary school systems to inform parents
and/or guardians of student-status j and to examine and analyze the content,
structure, and nature of such student-status reporting methods, together
with the formulation of recommendations for improvement pertinent thereto.
Purpose of the Study.—This study was inaugurated with a two-fold
general purpose: first, to ascertain and evaluate the presently employed
methods of reporting student-status in Florida's secondary public schools;
second, after securing a wholistic picture of the state's reporting methods
as studied to make specific recommendations for improving reporting methods
in light of the development of the total individual*
The specific purposes of this study were as follows:
1* To ascertain the various reporting procedures employed in
forty-eight Florida county school systems
2* To analyze, interpret, and evaluate all data on reporting
procedures secured from forty-eight Florida county school
systems in order to:
a* Ascertain the content, structure, and nature of
reporting techniques and instruments used in the
forty-eight county school systems studied
b. Ascertain the extent of homogenity and/or hetero
geneity of reporting techniques and instruments
employed by the forty-eight county school systems
studied
c* Ascertain the extent to which the discovered
student-status reporting methods are characterized
by items or procedures designed to measure and
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and evaluate the learner's total personality
development—his knowledge of subject matter,
his social qualities, his emotional maturity,
his physical characteristics
d. Ascertain the frequency of student-status re
porting intervals
e. Ascertain the frequency of provisions made for
parental or guardian responses to the student-
status reporting methods employed by each county
school system studied*
3* To analyze, interpret and present the views presented
by authorities in the field as to characteristics of
"a good" reporting system
k» To make conclusions, implications, and recommendations
based upon the writer's analysis, interpretation, and
evaluation of experimental data and data secured through
the writer's survey of literature.
Limitations of the Study.—The following were significant limitations
of this study:
1. Data essential to this study were limited to those
secured from the ©ffice of forty-eight Florida county
superintendents•
2* The examination and analysis of data were confined to
the quantitative and qualitative content of reporting
devices.
3. No consideration was given to student-status reporting
methods which are being utilized in Florida's private
secondary schools*
U. Interpretations were limited by boundaries of the writer's
perception of the total process of reporting and/or appraisal.
Definition of Terms.—The significant terms used in this study carried
these designated meanings:
1. "Marks," as used in this study, refer to what goes into
the school record to characterize the learning or growth
of pupils. In turn, marks are taken from the record to
form the basis for reports made to pupils and parents.
Marks are formulated at periodical intervals as determined
by administrative policies of a school. Often pupils,
teachers, and parents refer to marks as "grades.11
Though no distinction wiH be made between these terms,
the preferred term, marks, will be used most frequently
in this study.1
2. "Composite form" of a report card, as used in this study,
refers to a report-card form which incorporates all marks
earned by the pupil in the different individual subjects
on a single card.
3. "Individual form" of a report card, as used in this study,
refers to a report-card form which incorporates only marks
earned by the pupil in one individual subject on a single
card.
Method of Research.—The Descriptive-Survey Method of research, utiliz
ing the special techniques of statistical treatment and analytical interpre
tation, was used in collecting and interpretijag the data for this study.
Locale of the Study.—Because the data for this study were secured as
a result of sending personal letters to forty-eight Florida Superintendents,
the locale of this study was considered as forty-eight Florida counties,
United States of America.
The task involved in the collection, assemblage, treatment, and inter
pretation of the data for this research was performed from and at the
writer's office at Atlanta University, Atlanta, Georgia.
Materials for the Study.—The basic materials for this study were the
report-forms and report cards secured from the superintendent's office of
the following Florida counties: Alachua, Bay, Bradford, Brevard, Broward,
Citrus, Clay, Collier, Columbia, Dade, DeSoto, Durval, Escambia, Flagler,
Franklin, Glades, Gulf, Hamilton, Hendry, Hernando, Highlands, Hillsborough,
Holmes, Indian River, Jackson, Jefferson, Lake, Lee, Leon, Levy, Madison,
Manatee, Marion, Martin, Nassau, Okeechobee, Orange, Qsceola, Palm Beach,
"Stalph K. Watkins, Techniques of Secondary School Teaching (New York:
Ronald Press Co., 1958), ?• 3U1«
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Pasco, Pinellas, Polk, Putnam, St. Lucie, Santa Rosa, Sarasota, Volusia,
and Washington*
Method of Procedure*---The procedural steps used in conducting this
research were as follows:
1, The related literature pertinent to this study was reviewed,
summarized, and incorporated in this thesis copy*
2* The data essential for this research were secured through
request to forty-eight Florida county superintendents*
3* The "report forms" secured from the forty-eight school
systems were analyzed with reference to the following
items: (a) methods of reporting, (b) number of different
report-card forms used per school system, (c) titles of
report cards, (d) grade levels of cards, (e) sizes of
cards, (f) colors of cards, (g) frequency of reporting
intervals, (h) marks of social development and/or citizen
ship, (i) marks of achievement, and (j) content of report
cards*
U* The data derived from the "report forms" were assembled
into appropriate tables and figures as determined by the
purposes of this study*
5* The principal statistical measures utilized in the analysis
of the data were the frequency and per cent of items com
prising pupil "reporting forms."
6. The findings, conclusions, implications, and recommendations
stemming from the analysis and interpretation of the data
were written up and constitute the content of the finished
thesis copy.
Collection of Data*—In an endeavor to secure data for this investiga
tion, during the months of February, I960, through April, I960, personal
letters were sent to Florida's sixty-seven county superintendents requesting
that they send specimen and explanations of all "forms" and "procedures"
employed in their secondary schools to report student-status to parents
or guardians. Because by the end of March only thirty-one superintendents
had responded to this request, personal letters were again forwarded to
11
those thirty-six superintendents who did not acknowledge the writers first
request. An additional seventeen responses were secured after this second
writing. Thus, through the kind cooperation of forty-eight Florida county
superintendents in sending specimen and/or explanations of "forms" and
"procedures" currently employed in their secondary schools to report stu
dent-status, this research was possible*
CHAPTER II
SDRVET OF RELATED LITERATURE
Introduction.—The literature reviewed in connection with this study
reveals that though students, parents or guardians, and teachers may be
of adverse opinion in certain areas, on the matter of reporting, all three
seem to recognize inadequacies in the devices presently employed in our
American secondary school systems to report student-status to parent or
guardians. However, there is a diversity of opinion among them as to the
extent of this inadequacy in reporting pupil progress. The following
aspects of the "reporting problem" as pertaining to this study were reviewed
and are included in the survey of related literatures (a) the place and
value of an adequate reporting system, (b) essentials of a reporting system,
(c) main defects in reporting systems, (d) reporting devices and techniques,
and (e) trends in reporting.
Place and Value of an Adequate Reporting System.«—Reports to parents
and/or guardians certainly have caused more than their share of headaches
for parents and/or guardians, teachers, guidance counselors, administratorsj
have incessantly served as nourishment for cartoons and feature articals
appearing in popular magazines and newspapersj and probably have been liable
for many students1 psychological problems.
To appreciate the school's continuous devotion of time and effort to
1
Alfred Schwartz and Stuart C. Tiedeman, Evaluating Student Progress
(Hew York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1957)» pp. 388-89.
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reporting systems, it is essential that one understands the major purposes
which can be served by an adequate reporting system. Schwartz and Tiedeman
identify these as follows:
1. Reports provide for a periodic and systematic review of
student growth*
2. Reports inform parents of the progress that their children
are making in the schools.
3* Reports provide students with information about their
progress in the schools.
k» Reports are used to secure information for administra
tive purposes*
£• Reports are used to collect information for guidance
purposes*
6* Reports are used to provide information for promotional
purposes*
In supplementing this list, Strang would have us know that reports
are used as tools to promote better school, hone, and community relations*
Depending upon its contents, it will enhance good win or iH will; it will
secure or alienate pupil and parent cooperation* There exists no older
nor more widely used bridge for instigating and perpetuating school-community
and school-home cooperation in these United States than the report to
parents*
Further, Aikin asserts that, "Records that grow out of the major pur
poses of education serve to stimulate teachers and to keep important goals
steadily in view." These ei
school systems cannot ignore*
3
ght points represent responsibilities which
., p. 388.
Ruth Strang, Reporting to Parents (New York: Bureau of Publication,
Teacher College, Columbia University, 1952), p. 1*
TiJiliord M* Aikin, Adventures in American Education, Vol. I: The
Story ot the Eight-Year Study (New York: Harper & Bros,, 191*2), ppTlfo-97*
Investigations into past literature will reveal that the birtix of
America's secondary school, reporting problem was concomitant with the
birth of its secondary schools. Intensification of this problem came about
when the current individual-developmental philosophy of education—having
as its purpose to inform parents or guardians of their children's total
growth—superseded the type of philosophy wherein reporting was restricted
solely to subject achievement of a few intellectuals and economic elites*
Even the layman realized that a reporting device, constructed exclusively
to report pupil accomplishments in terms of subject achievement, cannot
be employed under the modern philosophy of education—which includes broader
aspects of personality development and human relations as necessary outcomes
of school work—to adequately report pupil progress* Provisions must be
made so as to have the reporting practice parallel and complement the in
dividual-developmental philosophy of education*
Essentials of the Reporting System,—Realizing that educational ob
jectives are dynamic, mutating with changes in the needs of both the pupil
and society, one should simultaneously realize that reporting systems, too,
must be equally dynamic, undergoing revision to relate pupil progress to
newly established objectives* If these conclusions be granted, it is evi
dent that a reporting system which gives a valid estimate of student pro
gress today may have been inadequate in the past, and may become antiquated
in the future* Despite this fact, there are certain essentials which should
be kept in mind, throughout the continum of curriculum revision and chang
ing of educational objectives, when devising an adequate reporting system
M* Judson White, "New Procedures in Harking and Reporting," High
School Journal, XXXVI, No* 7 (April, 1#3)# PP» 202-207.
to keep in tune with the dynamic curriculum. Anderson states these as
follows:
Does the report provide information to interested persons about
the educational attainment of an individual?
Does the report indicate how the individual measures up to
educational objectives?
Is the report a reliable indication of potential and actual
achievement?
Is the report capable of being understood by ion-professional
persons?
Is the report feasible in terms of teacher's time and energy?
Is it valid to assume that the same type of report must be
made in all subject-matter fields?1
Hand believes that the following postulates describe important char
acteristics of a defensible reporting system:
1. The best measurement attainable should be used to report
pupil achievement,
2. All learned behavior with which the school is properly
concerned should be reported*
3# Schools should never report finer distinctions than
measurements permit.
k» Reports of achievement should be accurately labeled*
5* If two or more aspects of a pupil's achievement are to
be appraised, each should be treated separately*
6. Symbols used in the reporting system should be uniform
at all the school levels of the community*
7* The reporting system should be understood and accepted by
teachers* pupils* parents, and other citizens of the
community*
Kenneth E* Anderson, "Reports by Departments,11 Clearing House,
XXin, No. 1 (September, 15?1*8), p* 28,
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8. The community's other educational agencies should be
invited to help appraise and report pupils' educational
accomplishments.
KLausmeier, after extensive study of reporting systems throughout the
country, lists the following as characterists of a good school reporting
system:
1* Progress in learning is of primary importance*
2* Comparative achievement is also important.
3« Progress toward many important objectives is included*
U. The reporting system is understood*
5. Pupil-teacher and home-school relations are improved*
2
6* Parent-teacher conferences are used*
In essence, these characteristics mean that primary emphasis is on
progress in learning; secondary emphasis is on comparative achievements and,
a well organized reporting system includes the utilization of not one, but
a combination of techniques*
Main Defects in Reporting Systems.—A few years ago, Iyle M. Spencer,
the director of Science Research Associates, asserted in an issue of the
Junior Guidance Newsletter that students, teachers, and parents agree (but
for different reasons), "that our present reporting system makes little
sense, that the proverbial 'link between home and school1 is appallingly
weak and rusty," Today the many vulnerable spots in our multiplicity of
Harold C* Hand, Principles of Public Secondary Education (Hew York:
Harcourt, Brace & Co., 1958), pp. 256-57.
2Herbert J. Klaushmeier, Teaching in the Secondary School (Hew York:
Harper & Bros*, 195>8), p* U63.
William G. Reavis, "Report Cards," The School Review, DC, No. h
(April, 1952), p. 199.
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reporting systems are yet being bombarded with, criticisms by .American citi
zenry from all boulevards of life*
Of the many defects existing in present reporting systems, investiga
tions by Barnes and Rogers reveal that "the key criticism of parents is
that report cards are likely to hide more than they reveal." The single
letter grade in a subject does not indicate where the pupil is making good
progress or where he needs to improve; what his strengths and weaknesses
are. It only gives the parent and the pupil a vague conception of how the
pupil is progressing toward general school objectives and specific subject
objectives. Studies by Smith, Tyler, and their co-workers support Barnes
2
and Rogers findings.
Research by Reavis disclosesthat in addition to the imperfection voiced
against reporting systems, as brought out by Barnes and Rogers, the follow
ing general defects persist in current reporting systems:
1. Few schools really know what purposes they want their cards
to serve*
2. Few schools are sure of what they want to evaluate and report*
3* Few schools have decided what basis of comparison to use in
giving marks*
k» Our marking systems are notoriously unreliable*
Other criticizisms voiced against specific reporting media will be noted
in paragraphs to follow.
Reporting Devices and Techniques.—The problems of reporting pupil
progress in attaining the objectives of education to parents and/or guardians
Barnes and Rogers, op* pit., p. 55*
2




are perennial headaches which authorities predict, with a high coefficient
of reliability, will be constant "thorns in the sides" of teachers today
and in future years. Two fundamental questions demand consideration when
reporting on pupil progress: "(1) What shall be the standard of evaluation?
(2) By what means can this information be most efficiently and effectively
communicated? "
Hand, Risk, Schwartz, Tiedeman, and a host of authorities generally
agree that there are three major standards of evaluation: (a) individual
2
standards, (b) class standards, and (c) standardized scores* Results
from a particular study made under the auspices of the Metropolitan Detroit
Bureau of Cooperative School Studies revealed that when parents were re
quested to indicate the standard of evaluation they perferred, the highest
percentage chose individual standards and the second highest chose class
standards*
As might naturally be expected, surveys of educational literature
show that the kind of reporting method used is largely determined by the
standard employed in evaluating pupils. The three most common reporting
methods are report cards, parent-teacher conferences, and letters to
parents. The merits of each will be treated below*
A few generations ago, the report card with its marks of numbers or
letters was practically the universal and sole device used at the secondary
level to report student-status to parents and/or guardians. At that time
1




Metropolitan Detroit Bureau of Cooperative School Studies,"What Do
Parents Want?," Action, IV (February, 1951)$ p* 9«
the report card was thought by most people to satisfactorily serve its pur
pose in the American secondary schools with their selective enrollments*
In this type-system the "mark11 was used mainly to perpetuate the idea that
high schools should be highly selective* And this it did. In such a system
of education, which has as its single aim the acquisition of subject matter
and no recognition of individual student differences other than the fact
that one has the ability to learn the required material and the other has
not, marks were inevitable. Inextricably fused into such a philosophy were
the traditional assignments, drills, recitations, examination marks, re
porting of marks, elimination of the "undesirable students (undesirable
from the point of not possessing his native intelligence), promotions, and
graduations. However, even during this period of American educational
history there existed negative attitudes toward report cards. One rare
example may be noted in the stand taken in 1892 against report cards by
William Heard Kilpatrik, the father of methodology in the progressive edu-
2
cation movement. As the single-ladder secondary school system, by public
demand, was required to accommodate practically all America's youth, the
report card had to be altered so as to be parallel with the new order.
In such a single-ladder system, which was no longer principally comprised
of the more academically inclined and verbally gifted students but of stu
dents representing the range of abilities, standards had to be extended
downward so as to consider that large portion of the enrollment unable to
1
William M. Alexander and J. Galen Saylor, Secondary Education (New
York: Rinehart & Co., Inc., 1956), p. kk$»
2
Howard Whitman, "Report Cardsr'ESFUSHX' or 'ABC?1," Collier's
(September 17, 195U), p* 62.
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compete on the same level demanded by the selective school. Though the
American people strongly asserted that all youth be given the benefits of
a secondary education, they made no revelation of the impossibility of
the inferior student to obtain those standards demanded by the selective
school. It is this situation that has resulted in much confusion and is
responsible for many criticisms being voiced against the school.
In every state of -foe union the citiaenry demands that all youth attend
one school* Along with such a demand, a system of selective grading, in
opposition to what the school itself is organised to do--namely, to edu
cate each youth to the maximum of his potential—is superimposed upon the
students* The American public is very proud that presently more than
eighty-five per cent of its high-school-age youth are in school as compared
to eleven per cent at the turn of the century.* Yet it is pathetic that
the same public feels that the "passing-mark11 appearing on today's report
card should have the same significance as it did when issued to students
of the selevtice institution. This cannot be; for if it were, many who
could profit from a secondary education would be eliminated.
Today the report card with its symbolic scale, such as BA, B,C,D,"
and »PH, is used by the majority of America's secondary school to report
student-status. Despite the avalanche of criticism voiced against it, the
five-point scale has held its ground. After extensive studies of such
criticisms, TraxLer considers the main arguments against the use of marks
to be three in number and pointly summarizes the origin of these to be
1 — —
R. P. Brimm, "Report Cards-Yesterday and Today," (Hearing House. XXX
(September, 1958), p. 17# a *
2
Schwartz and Tiedeman, op. cit.. p# 391.
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first in research, second from logical inference which is supported by ex
perience, and third from mental hygiene.
Concerning the argument having its origin in research, as early as
1912, Starch and Elliott undertook a study to ascertain the reliability of
school marks. From their findings they concluded that the ordinary school
mark based on the traditional essay-type examinations are too low to satisfy
the criteria for individual guidance. Even for examinations three hours
in length, the reliability coefficients usually fall within the range .60
2
to .60. Similar studies by Wood, Ruch, and others simply verified Starch
and Elliott's conclusions. Granted, that by basing marks on objective
test results or by utilizing procedures for making instructors' judgments
objective, mark reliability can be improved, but studies to date reveal
that the majority of the nation's schools have, as yet, to be serious in
their attempts to be more objective in grading their students*
A second retrogression into history reveals that the careful investi
gation of statistical problems underlying the assigning of marks is recent
to the 1900 decade. At that time educators began to pay serious attention
to such queries as:
What should the mark really represent?
Should the mark be based upon ability or performance, or even
upon zeal and enthusiasm?
What is the best set of symbols to represent ability or
achievement?
How are the marks given by different teachers or different
schools actually distributed?
l





Is it possible, by exhibition of distribution, or by
formal instruction in the theory of marking, to increase
the fairness and reliability of marks?
Do students tend to secure the sane standing under different
teachers in the same school or to maintain their relative
standing when proceeding from class to class or from school
to college?1
Studies by J. M. Cattell (1905)2, W. S. Hall (1906)3, Max Meyer (19O8)1*,
W. F. Dearborn (1910) , A. G. Smith (19H)6, A. G, Steel (19H)7, W. T.
a
Foster (1911) and others have invariably shown that few teachers pause to
consider what is really implied by the marking system under which they work
and that frequently the student is rendered on injustice through the vari
ability in the marks given him by different instructors for the same subject*
These conclusions are yet true. To the reader who seeks refuge in asserting
that marks are of little importance, Finkelstein, from years past, asserts
in opposition to his remark:
1
I. E. Frinkelstein, The Marking System in Theory and Practice
(Baltimores Warwick & York, Inc., 1913J* P» 5*
2
J. M. Cattell. "Examinations, Grades and Credits," Popular Science
Monthly, IXVI (190$), pp. 367-68.
W. S. Hall, "A Guide to the Equitable Grading of Students," School
Science and Mathematics, VI (June, 1906), pp. 6-8.
M. Meyer, "The Grading of Students," Science XXVIII (1908), pp. 2lO-
U5.
W. F. Dearborn, "Sohool and University Grades," Bulletin of Univer
sity of Wisconsin, No, 368 (1910), pp. 1-12.
A. G. Smith, "A Rational College Marking System," Journal of Educa
tional Psychology, H (1911), p. 383.
A. G. Steele, "Training Teachers to Grade," Pedagogical Seminary,
xviii (1911), p. 523.
8
W# T. Foster, Administration of the College Curriculum (Boston:
H. Mifflin Co., 1911), pp. U3-U5.
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The evidence is clear that marks constitute a very real
and a very strong inducement to work* that they are accepted
as real and fairly exact measures of ability of performance.
Moreover, they not infrequently are determiners of the stu
dent's career. They constitute the primary basis for election
to honorary scoeities, for the award of various academic honors,
for advancement from class to class, for graduation, and may
even determine in some measure the student's career after,
leaving the institution in which they have been assigned.
To further stress the significance of marks the ghost of Meyer re
marks:
If different grades were simply means of giving some
students notoriety above others, the question would be
immaterial, for a gentleman does not seek notoriety. But
the grade has in more than one sense a cash value, and if
there is no uniformity of grading in an institution, this
means directly that values are stolen from some and under-
servedly presented to others.
The result is that among the members of the faculty
as well as among the students, men look at each other with
suspicion. That this attitude is detrimental to the feeling
of unity.•.is clear to even the most superficial observer.
Whatever contributes to a greater uniformity of grading
contributes directly towards more peace, a better mutual
understanding, a greater community of purposes among all the
members of the institution.
Today, the value of marks as voiced by educators of the past still
prevails. A quick look at the list of purposes served by marks as conden
sed by a present-day educator will illustrate this. Risk's studies reveal
that marks are used mainly to:
1. Keep parents informed of students' progress
2. Serve as a basis for promotion
3. Serve as a basis for graduation
k* Serve as a means of motivating students
£• Serve as a basis for awarding honors
1 " "
Frinkelstein, op. cit., p. 6.
2
M. Meyer, "Experiences With the Grading System of the University of
Missouri," Science, XXXIII (1911), p. 661.
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6. Serve as a basis for recommendation for college
7. Serve as basis for recommendation to employers.1
Studies to date by Schwartz, Tiedeman, Brimm, Good, and a host of
others indicate that the previous mentioned six queries, posed by
Erinkelstein, are still serving as points of disharmony among educators.
The second argument against the use of marks may be advanced from
observations by Schwartz and Tiedeman that:
••.marks are very general statements of achievement, whereas
specific statements are need in guidance...
stated syliogistically:
General statements about pupils are of United value in
guidance program.
Marks are very general summary statements involving a
multitude of unanalyzed variables.
Therefore, marks have limited guidance value.
As is true today, the literature reveals that even prior to 1927, parents
were complaining that marks on report cards were ambiguous because of their
brevity and because of the variations in the interpretations put upon them
by different teachers. Parents and/or guardians want more than a sketchy
report. They want to know the specific phases of a subject with which
their children are having difficulty. They want to know how their children
are progressing toward all of the schools goals and will not be satisfied
until some device is constructed to convey such information; for more and
more, they are beginning to fully realize that only by revealing the
sources of their children's difficulty can marks take on meaning that will
"TJhoraas M. Risk, Principles and Practices of Teaching in Secondary
Schools (New York: American Book Co., lL95>fc$), p, ijlo.
2
Schwartz and Tiedemen, op. cit., p. 392.
^Charles Habbard Jade, Psychology of Secondary Education. (New York:
Ginn & Co., 1927), p. U9
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provide leads for them to assist the school personnel in intelligent re
medial treatment.
The third and most vigorously debated argument against marking is most
frequently discussed by members of the progressive schools. Good presents
the negative aspects of this argument when he says:
•••marks only emphasize the differences in native Intelligence,
serving to reward those who are already better off than their
comrades and to hurt children who have done their best*
Discouragement and failure, as our studies in psychology
and plain common sense show us, only breed more discouragement
and failure. And there*s no earthly reason why even the dull
child should^t succeed in school. The brighter ones, of course,
can learn faster but any child, even if he learns more slowly
than the others, deserves a chance to see how well he is doing.
Furthermore, he should be.encouraged to learn whatever is inter
esting and useful to him.
And on behalf of the affirmative Traxler states:
• •• ability to obtain high marks is just one of many ways in
which pupils vary and the elimination of marking will not
thereby create a Utopian institution in which all pupils work
together on a basis of complete equality, • .children who exper
ience complete frustration because of low marks and who are
unable to find a compensatory quality about which to achieve
an integration of personality are already mentally and emotion
ally sick, and are in need of special therapeutic treatment
and guidance.
Despite diversity of opinion concerning this point, one must agree that
arguments one and two are sufficient to arouse the conscience of those com
mitted to indiscriminate marking practices founded on intangibles such as
teacher opinions and other subjectives. "Marks reach their greatest value
when they are supported by objective data and when they provide information
concerning the specific strengths and weaknesses of students•"
Warren R. Good, "Should School Marks Be Abolished?,11 Education Digest,
XL, No. k (January, 19U5), p. 11*
TCraxler, Techniques of Guidance, pp. 228-29.
3Ibid., ?• 239.
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As a realist, cognizant of the fact that the report cards is a time-
honored institution which through the decades has resisted attempts to
elimination, one can only suggest in attempting to iron out these problems
that it be supplemented with such devices and techniques that will enhance
the meaning of the entire reporting process to all concerned*
Dissatisfaction with report cards has served as the springboard for
adoptation of new reporting techniques and devices. A growing number of
schools are using letters which summarize the student's progress toward
accomplishing the school's objectives. To serve as functional instruments,
each report must be written with thought and expression. The strongest
complaint against this type reporting is that the excessive amount of time
required for writing such letter is more than many teachers want to give.2
One of the newest and perhaps most effective methods being employed
to solve the reporting problem is the parent-teacher conference. The value
of such a method lies in the face-to-face contact between parents and
teachers| hence, it may be regarded as an excellent procedure to enhance
the school's public relations and for the teacher to explain and answer
all questions concerning the school's educational program for the learner
3
and the child's progress in such a program. Such a technique obviates
parental misunderstanding which too frequently results from letters and
report cards. Too, this device is a potent tool which the wise teacher
l
Brim, op. cit., p. 18.
Vernon E. Anderson, Paul R. Grim, and William T. Gruhn, Principles
and Practices of Secondary Education (New York: Ronald Press Co., 1951},
p. 281*.
William M. Alexander and Galen Saylor, Modern Secondary Education:
Basic Principles and Practices (New York: Rinehart & Co., Inc., 19$9),
p. 656.
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may use to solicit supplementary inforiaation from the parent and/or guar
dian and suggest ways of cooperation to Improve the student's work. Some
of the inherent drawbacks of this technique are: (1) it is time-consuming
and difficult to schedule and (2) when used by incompetent teachers, it
may compound, instead of clarify, the parent and/or guardian's misunder
standings*
Stiles and Dorsey beautifully illustrate the classification of the
usefulness and value of the reporting systems as follows:
OF UTTLE VALUE OF GREAT VALUE
PURPOSE












"A, B, C, D,«





Prudence Outright, "Planning for Child Growth: Through Parent-Teacher
Conferences," Childhood Education, XXIV, No. 6 (February, 191$), pp. 266-69.
Convey little or no Limits placed upon May convey any and
information about transmittal of inform- all information
growth since it is tion by brevity and range possessed by the
impossible to indi- of stated objectives to teacher and the
cate total achieve- which attention is given. student to someone
ment and adjustment else. •*•
by one symbol*
Despite the wide variety of techniques and devices available—detailed
analytical evaluation sheets, simple descriptive statements* scale type
evaluation, anecdotal records, the conference method, check sheets—the
reporting problem is yet unsolved, Rothney and other authorities feel that
the only way educators can surface this present state of flux is to devise
and utilize a type or combination of reporting devices which:
•••tell parents and others with definiteness where their
children are showing strengths or weakness as judged by
normal expectations of children of their age and opportu
nity. • .describe a pupil's progress in a way analytical
enough to give helpful guidance and to indicate the pupil's
likelihood of success In continuing to work in certain
fields, both in later years in school and in advanced insti
tutions•••direct the minds of pupils, parents, and classroom
teachers away from marks toward the fundamental objectives
of education...show appreciation for the poorest pupils*
good qualities while the best pupils' weaknesses are pointed
out*•.add recommendations of ways in which pupils can be
helped to overcome weaknesses and use strengths more effec
tively/
Trends in Reporting.—Many investigations have been undertaken in the
past decade to ascertain the trends in reporting to parents. Studies by
Barnes and Rogers brought to light the following report trends:
1* Parents do want report cards and they want then at stated
intervals.
Idndley J. Stiles and Mattie F. Dorsey, Democratic Teaching in
Secondary Schools (Chicago: J. B. Idppincott Co., 1950), p. I»28,
2
John ¥• M. Rothney, Evaluating and Reporting Pupil Progress (Washing
ton: National Education Association^ 1955), p» 30.
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2. Parents want reports that tell them something.
They want definite reporting that tells how their
children are doing in school and what the home can
do to help*
3. Letter grades are here to stay for some time to come.
Host schools cannot yet give up letter gradesbecause
parents want that type of grading plus additional
information.
U. Because a combination of reporting methods is better
than any one single type of grading and reporting,
letter grades are commonly supplemented with other
symbols and check marks.
£• Two-way communication between home and school is much
more satisfactory to both parents and teachers than a
one-way report card. "Comments1' sections on report
cards only partially meet this need, but parents like
them.
6. Report cards are being more carefully prepared, include
a combination of methods, and depend for their successful
use upon the education of both parents and teachers.
There's no such thing as a fool-proof card.
Studies by Bisk revealed that there is a tendency for reports to
place more emphasis upon the individual development of the pupil. This
means that in addition to showing his achievement in comparison with that
of other members of his class, the report card is telling the pupil how
2
much he himself is progressing.
Strang, after her extensive survey of recent books and articles on
reporting to parents and after first hand observations of reporting prac
tices, noted the following favorable trends:
1. The trend away from subject-centered reports and toward
pupil-centered reports*
Ifelvin ¥• Barnes and Georgia Rogers, "Report Cards Should be Designed
to be Outmoded," The Nation's Schools, III, Ho. k (October, 15#3), pp. $k-
9 ' ~~
jRisk, op. cit.j p.
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2* The trend toward using more descriptive and anecdotal
material and interpretive comments to supplement the
quantitative data*
3. The trend toward reporting on character and personality
development as well as on academic achievement*
U* The trend away from mere judgment-passing and toward
analysis of difficulties and concrete suggestions for
improvement •
£• The trend toward the use of letters or conferences with
parents as substitutes for report cards or supplements
to them.
6. The trend toward emphasizing the individual pupil's
progress rather than comparing it with the achievement
of fellow pupils.
In general the findings of Barnes and Rogers, Risk, and Strang indi
cate that reports to parents are becoming more humane, more individual, and
more concern with the future than the past*
Summary of Related Literature.—The research findings and opinions of
authorities in the field of education on the problem of reporting pupil
progress presented included information concerning the place and value cf
an adequate reporting system, essentials of a reporting system, main de
fects in reporting systems, reporting devices and techniques, and trends
in reporting*
The literature surveyed relative to the place and value of an adequate
reporting system revealed that reporting has ramifications which diffuse
into practically all aspects of education, from the administrative to the
instructional. The major purposes of reports are to provide for recurrent
and methodical examination of pupil-growth, to inform parents and/or guardians
of their child's school-status, to inform the pupil about his student-status,
Strang, op*cit., p. 8.
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to serve as sources from which information may be drawn for administrative
purposes, to serve as sources of information for guidance purposes, to
provide information for promotional purposes, to promote better school,
home and community relations, and to stimulate the teacher to be ever mind
ful of important school goals. Thus, reporting holds a significant place
in all secondary school programs*
The findings pertaining to essentials of a reporting system indicated
that though reporting systems should be flexible, mutating with changes
in the curriculum, authorities generally agree that there are certain pos-
ulates which should be considered when an endeavor is undertaken to build
effective and defensible reports. Among these essentials ares (a) Is the
report easily understood by the different people who will read it? (b)
Does the report reveal student-status in all areas of learned behavior
falling properly within the realm of the school's concern? (c) Can the
report be relied upon as an indicator of potential and actual student
achievement? (d) Does the report place primary emphasis on progress in
learning and secondary emphasis on comparative achievement? and (e) Is the
report feasible in terms of teacher-time and teacher-energy?
It was revealed in the literature surveyed that authorities agree
that prevailing reporting practices present an incomplete picture of the
student's progress toward the general school objectives as well as the
individual subject objectives. Further, many schools are not completely
clear as to the purposes their report cards should serve or what they should
report or what basis of comparison should be used in marking. Many educa
tors hold that the indexes used to report evaluations of student performance
and achievement are often unreliable.
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The literature reviewed relative to reporting devices and techniques
revealed that dissatisfaction among parents, pupils, teachers and educa
tors, in general, concerning inadequacies in reporting practices has led
to the adoptation of a variety of reporting techniques and devices. Among
these are the detailed analytical evaluation sheets, simple descriptive
statements, scale-type evaluations, anecdotal records, the conference, and
check sheets. Of the numerous categories of devices and techniques em
ployed to report student-status, all may be classified under the headings
(a) report card, (b) parent-teacher conference, and (c) letter to parent.
Of these three devices, the report card with its traditional letter index
is by far the most widely used. The conference and the letter devices are
seldom used as sole methods of reporting but are usually used to supplement
the report card. Presently, educators are endeavoring to devise newer and
more effective techniques to report evaluations of student growth and deve
lopment .
Studies by several educational authorities concerning trends in re
porting disclosed that: (a) Parents want report cards which tell them more
about their child's strengths and weaknesses, about his progress toward
specific subject objectives! (b) Letter grades will continue to serve as
the principal index of reporting student-status ; however, there is a grow
ing tendency to supplement this index with symbols and check marks3 (c)
More provisions are being made for parental comments on report cards; (d)
Reports are becoming more pupil-centered; (e) Aspects of the student's
growth other than the academic are beginning to characterize more and mare
report cards; and (f) Individual achievement rather than comparative
achievement is gaining emphasis. Generally, reports to parents and/or
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guardians are beginning to convey facts about all aspects or the pupil—
his physical, mental, emotional, and social sides. They are becoming more
humane, more personal, and more ijnplicative of the future than the past*
CHAPTER
PRESEHTATKN AMD INTERPRETATION OF DATA
Organisation and Treatment of Data—fmO^MnaHAn^ ±3 the interpre
ting of pupil growth to parents or guardians. In order to recognize the
importance of the development of all areas of the pupil's growth, the
report-card should consider progress in social qualities, emotional maturity,
and physical characteristics as well as in subject matter. The problem
of creating a comprehensive reporting instrument has long perplexed
secondary-school teachers and is yet to be solved.
The general purpose of this chapter is to report the findings of a
survey undertaken to ascertain and analyze the content, structure, and
nature of the methods employed In Florida secondary school systems to
inform parents or guardians of student-status. Sixty-three "report forms*
representing forty-eight Florida secondary school systems were secured
after sending personal letters to Florida's sixty-seven county superin
tendents.
In accordance with the primary problem of this investigation, the areas
of the specific purposes are as follows. <1) instruments of reporting, (2)
content, structure, and nature of reporting instruments, (3) homogenity and
heterogeneity of reporting instruments, (h) items or procedures designed
to measure and evaluate the learner's total personality development-his
knowledge of subject matter, his social qualities, his emotional maturity.
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his physical characteristics* (5) the frequency of student-status reporting
intervals, and (6) the frequency of provisions made for parental or
guardian responses to the student-status reporting methods employed by the
forty-eight Florida county school systems studied*
In fulfilling the specific purposes of this research, the data
derived from the samples of "report-forms11 and/or descriptive-patterns of
reporting pupil achievement status in the selected secondary schools
(systems) in ELorida, were assembled in appropriate tables as dictated by
tiie purposes of the study* These data were statistically treated with
reference to frequency and per cent of the isolated items on the "report-
foaas" examined. The findings, conclusions, implications, and recommenda
tions derived from the analysis and interpretation of the data are In
corporated in the finished thesis copy*
General Characteristic and Format
of "Report Bombs"
Introduction.—For the purpose of having the reader clearly comprehend
the tables Incorporated in the data analysis to follow, the terms
"composite foxm" and "individual foxm* are defined. A "composite form" of
a report card refers to a report-card form which incorporates aH marks
earned by the pupil in the different individual subjects on a single card;
whereas, an "individual form" of a report card refers to a report-card form
which incorporates only marks earned by the pupil in one individual subject
on a single card* She advantages of the composite foxm are: (a) it is
easier to keep track of than separate foans, and (b) its unity enhances the
parent's chances of viewing his child's development as a whole} whereas,
the advantage of the individual form lies in the fact that it is more
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convenient for each teacher to make his report on a separate sheet*
Specific Returns.--The data exhibited in Table 1 discloses that of
the forty-eight Florida secondary school systems investigated, five used
the report card as the sole method of reporting student-status to parents
or guardians* Six of the systems studied used as their methods of re
porting a combination of the report card, deficiency warning notices, urged
parent-teacher conference due to unsatisfactory progress, and standing
TABLE 1
METHODS BSED TO REPORT STUEEHT-STATUS M FORTI-EIGHT FLORIDA
SECONDARY SCHOOL SYSTEMS FOR THE 1$$9-196Q SCHOOL YEAR
Reporting Methods
Report card
Report card, deficiency warning notice,




(a) Parent-teacher conference as
intrinsic part of formal school
program
(b) Parent-teacher conference only upon
special request of parent of teacher



















parent-teacher conference invitation. The report card and parent-teacher
conference as an intrinsic part of the formal school program were the
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reporting methods used in three of the school systems studied; whereas,
the report card and parent-teacher conference only upon special request
of the parent or teacher methods were employed in six of the school systems
studied* Twenty-eight of the forty-eight school systems studied utilized
the methods of the report card and parent-teacher conference standing
invitation*
Summary,—A review of literature on practices in reporting pupil-
status reveals that although numerous reporting methods are employed, all
of the methods may be classified under three headingst (a) the report card,
(b) tiie letter, and (o) the conference with parents* Further, the report
card, by far, is the primary reporting method utilized in the secondary
school systems of the United States* An examination of Table 1 reveals
that the report card— supplemented or unsuppleroented — was employed by the
entire forty-eight Florida secondary school systems studied; however, the
exclusive use of the report card to report student-status was found in
only five of the studied school systems* The combined methods of the report
card and the parent-teacher conference standing invitation were, by far,
the most prevelant methods used by the studied school systems* The combined
methods of the report card, deficiency warning notice, urged parent-teacher
conference due to unsatisfactory progress and standing conference invitation,
and the combined methods of the report-card, parent-teacher conference only
upon special request of a parent or teacher were the second most widely used
reporting methods* The report card as the sole reporting method held third
place in prevaleney, wherein, the combined methods of report card and
parent-teacher conference as an intrinsic part of the formal school program
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was found to be least used* These data Indicate that forty-three of the
forty-eight Florida secondary school systems studied have found th© report
card, as the sole method of reporting student-status, to be inadequate;
and therefore, have supplemented it in a variety of ways, the conference
being the most predominate supplement.
Number of Different Report-Card Forms Used Per
School System Studied
Speeifie Returns—Table 2 shows that thirty-eight of the forty-sight
Florida secondary school systems investigated produced and used one report
eard fora excluaively throughout their entire span of secondary grades to
report pupil-status to parents or guardians. Of this number thirty were
composite forms of grades seven to twelve, one was a composite fern of
grades eight to twelve, and seven were individual forms of grades seven
TABLE 2
NIBffiER OP mFPEBMf REPORT-CARB FOHM USED PER SCHOOL S3BTM IS
fORTrEIGHT FIMmk SECONDARY SCHOOL SX5EEMS WOU TUB
1959-1960 SCHOOL YEAR




















to twelve. Eight of tne forty-eight school systems studied produced two-
card forms and of this number two systems used a composite card form for
grades seven to eight and grades nine to twelve respectively; while, six:
systems used a composite card form for grades seven through nine and grades
ten through twelve respectively. In the three-report-card form classifi
cation fell only one system and of its three forms all were individual—one
being for grade nine, one grades ten and twelve and one for grades seven
to twelve. Only one of the systems surveyed used six-report-card forms and
this system had a special card designed for each grade from seven through
twelve.
Summary.—»A review of Table 2 showed that the use of a single-report-
card form per secondary school system was by far the predominate practice,
while, the employment of two-report-card forms per system ranked second
in prevalency. Only one secondary school system used three different
report-card forms and only one used six-report-card forms; hence, it would
appear that these proved most unpopular practices. It seems reasonable to
assert that the reason for most of the schools systems studied having used
one-card form is possibly and economic one.
Titles of Report Cards
Specific Title Descriptions.—An examination of Table 3 brought to
light the fact that twenty-seven per cent of the school systems investigated
used report cards titled "Report of » while seventeen per cent of
the cards were untitled. The title, "Report Card," was printed on eleven
per cent of the cards secured and "Progress Report of M on eight per
cent of the returns. The next most prevalent titles found on the report
1)0
TABLE 3
VARIOUS TITLES OF REPORT CARDS USED Bi JORTY-EIGHT FLORIDA
SECONDARY SCHOOL SYSTEMS R)R THE 1959-1960 SCHOOL
YEAR






High school report card
Report and promotion certificate
High school achievement report
Individual subject report card
Junior high school pupil progress report
Junior high school report
Junior high school report card
Junior high school report to parents




Report of pupil progress
Report to parents
Senior high school pupil progress report














































cards were: "Pupil's Report" and "High School Report Card" with each of
these titles used in eight per cent of the systems* On three per cent of
the cards, the name "Report and Promotion Certificate" was used. One
or l.«>8 per cent school systems used report cards with the following titles
in each instance: "High School Achievement Report,11 "Individual Subject
Report Card," "Junior High School Report," "Junior High School Report Card,11
"Junior High School Report to Parents," Ninth Grade Report Card," "Pupil's
Six-Weeks Report," "Pupil's Report Card," "Pupil Progress Report," "Report
of Pupil Progress," "Report to Parents," "Senior High School Pupil Progress
Report," "Senior High School Report," and "Subject Card.®
Summary,—In a survey of related literature on practices in reporting
student-status, most educational authorities asserted that the "report
card" is fashioned to report pupil growth facts to parents. A look at
Table 3 discloses that all but twelve of the sixty-three report cards had
incorporated within their titles the term, "report," which indicated the
purpose of the report card. Of the twelve eards not bearing the word
"report" eleven were untitled. It was possible that the designers of
these untitled cards assumed that all persons who viewed these eards knew
their function so well that they did not need this spelled out to them. Thus,
these cards were probably felt to inherently taply "report." Only one of the
fifty-two cards titled was without the term "report." Perhaps its designer
felt that the card itself inherently implied "report," and thus, held that
it would have been redundant to incorporate this term wfthin the title.
Grade Levels of Report Cards
Specific Grade levels.—A study of Table I4, regaled that of the forty-
seven forms enumerated under the category of composite forms, two were
designated as grade level seven through eight, six as semm through nine,
thirty as seven through twelve, one as eight through twelve, two as nine
through twelve, and six as ten through twelve. Further, Table h showed
GRADE LEVELS OF REPORT CARDS USED IN FORTY-EIGHT FLORIDA









































that of the sixteen report-card foams classified under the c ategory of
individual formal eight were specified as grade level seven to twelve, one
as grade level nine, one as grade level ten to twelve, and six were single
cards with grade designations seven to twelve*
Summary.™*A scrutiny of Table 3 disclosed that prevailed bo universal
pattern of grade level designation among the report cards enployed in the
forty-eight school systems surveyed. Of all the report cards studied, the
1*3
most popular grade-level designation was for grades seven through twelve*
It could be that the largest number of school systems preferred to use m
single report-card fora designated for grades seven through twelve so that
parents or guardians —as well as pupils— would not need to reinterpret the
reporting farm as the pupil passes from grade to grade* Such a single form
might well enhance communication between home and school* The cards
specified for grades eight to twelve, grade nine, and grades ten to twelve
were the least frequent employed*
Sixes of Report Cards
Specific Description of Sizes Represented**—As ascertained from the
data presented in Table 5 it is to be noted that of the sixty-three cards
examined, twenty-three, which showed a card sboe 9» x ij£° to 8» x 6,» were
classified as largej thirty-four, whieh showed a card size 8» x k 3A" -
6° x 3 3A#" were classified as mediu»| and , twelve, whieh showed a card
TABLE 5
SIZES OP REPORT CARDS USED IN FORTY-EIGHT FLORIDA. SECONDARY.
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size S|w x 3£" - 3|» x S|" were classified as small,
Sunmary.—The data on Table $ revealed that of the sixty-three report
cards used in the firty-eight secondary school systems investigated, report
cards which ranged in siae from 8H x h 3/%" to 6* x 3 3A" were the most
popularj report cards which ranged in siae from 9n x hhn to 8tt x 6n ranked
seeond in popularity? and, the least outstanding range size of the report
cards studied proved to be «%*» x 3l° to 3fc« x £!"• These data indicated
that generally speaking the studied school systems preferred a report card
that was neither too large nor too small, but one that was of medium siae*
Golors of Report Cards
Specific Description of Colors Represented*—A review of the data on
the color of the report-cards as set forth in Table 6 revealed that of the
sixty-three report cards secured from forty-eight Florida secondary sohool
systems, forty-four were white, six were yellow, four were brown, two were
blue, four were green, one was pink, and two were orange.
gmanarr.—It is quite evident from the data shown in Table 6, page US ,
that white proved to be the most outstanding report card color; yellow
held a poor seeond in popularity; brown and green tied for third places axtd»
the least popular color, orange, characterised only one report card. In
the instances of the six individual "single report-forms" of the grade
level seven to twelve, the card-color indicated six specific grades. It is
possible that most school systems selected white in order to avoid the
expense of having to purchase the more costly colored cards* Other than
these reasons, no special hypothesis can be advanced for the studied school
systems having selected the reported colors.
16
TABLE 6
COLORS OF REPORT CARDS USED IN FORTY-EIGHT FLORIDA SECONDARY










































































Fre<peney of Reporting Intervals
Shown on Report Cards
Specific Description of Reporting Intervals.--Table 7, page 1*6 ,
that of the sixty-three report cards considered in this investigation,
only one specified four reporting intervals per school yearj orfly two
indicated five reporting intervals per school yearj and, sixty specified a
reporting frequency of six times per school term. In light of the fact
that the data presented in Table 7 revealed that ninety-five per cent of
the report cards showed a frequency of six reporting intervals per school
TABLE 7
FREQUENCY OF REPORTING INTERVALS SHOWN ON REPORT CARDS USED
IN FORTY-EIGHT FLORIDA SECONDARY SCHOOL SYSTEMS FOR





















































term, it seems logical to infer that most school systems felt it necessary
and desirable to send report cards at frequent speoified intervals* for,
in this way the parent or guardian could keep more up-to-date in his
concept of his dynamic child's status as a student* It is possible that the
three systems, having reporting Intervals of less than six times per year,
have established their particular intervals in an effort to economize on
the tine demanded of teachers in preparing such reports*
Various Marks of Social Development and/or
Citiaenship
Specific Findings,,--An analysis of the data in Table 8, page 1$ ,
indicated that there was little "togetherness" among the forty-sight school
systems studied as to the type of marking that should be used to disclose
student-status la conjunction with social development and citizenship,
forty-seven plus per cent of the sixty-three cards studied indicated the
student's standing in this area of his school life by letter grades!
twenty-eight per cent plus by symbols, six per cent plus by eheck lists,
three per cent plus by ceded numbers, three per cent plus by comments, seven
per cent plus revealed no entry for marks of social development or citiaen
ship, and three per cent plus indicated that student traits of social
development or citiaenship were considered in the scholarship mark, further
analysis of Table 8 revealed that under many of the categories of social
development and citizenship mentioned, there was little conjointness as
to given specific specimen under each category* For example, under the
category letter grades, though the sets of letter grades "ABCBF" and
MABCMJ11 la combination appeared thirty tines on report cards studied, they
were characterised la seventeen different ways* However, In this instance
It should be noted that though the letters comprising the various sets were
characterized differently, *AM always represented the highest standing, "Bn
the second highest, ttC» the third highest, nD" the fourth highest, and
»p» the lowest standing* In one set HU" was used in place of ■?#B Further
TABLE 8
VARIOUS MARKS OF SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT AND/OR CITI2ENSHIP SHOWN
OH REPORT CARDS USES IN FORTY-EIGHT FLORIDA SECONDARY
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exemplification, Table 8 revealed that eight different sets of symbols
defined in a variety of ways comprised the category symbols. Within this
category the "U" which gppeared in each of th© eight sets invariably was
defined as unsatisfactory. Both sets comprising the eoded number category
irer© characterised differently; however, the number »1» always inferred
top standing*
Summagr.—The data presented on Table 8 revealed that letter grades
and symbols were the prevailing indexes used in reporting evaluations of
social development and/or citizenship traits; while, the check-list, coded
number and comment indexes were found to be the least used on the report
cards studied. Five report cards had no entry for marks of social develop
ment and/or citizenship, while two report cards contained no separate entry
for social development or citizenship bub fused reports of these traits with
the scholarship mark. It was noted that all but five of the sixty-three
report cards considered social development and/or citizenship. Of this
number, fifty-six indicated the importance of these traits — in reporting
aspeets of the student's status other than the purely academic —by having
treated them separately. Though ths prevailing belief among educational
authorities is that all aspects of the student's growth and development should
be considered In reporting his status to parents, these data illustrated
that the few school systems using the five report cards having no social
development or citizenship entries have yet to cut loose from the moorings
of tradition and strive to present a more wholistic picture of the student's
growth. Further, it was noted that from Table 8 la no instance were social
development or eitiaenship traits reported in percentages. It is possible
that teachers of secondary education feel that it is Impossible to reduce the
student's final mark in social development or eitiaenship to an accurate
numerical valuej for, their methods employed to appraise these traits are
inadequate to make the distinction between the »6«» and »70» on a percentage
scale.
Various Harks of Achievement on Report Cards
Speoifia Findtafig.-A review of the data in Table 9 discloses that
markings of achievement to be found on the sixty-three report cards considered
52
TABLE 9
VARIOUS MARKS OF ACHIEVEMENT SHOWN OH REPORT CARDS USED IN
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to this investigation were classified under three categories, namely*
(a) letter grades* (b) composite letter grades; and (c) percentage grades.
Of these three categories, ninety-five plus per cent were found under
the category letter grades, three plus per cent under the category com
posite letter grade, and one plus per cent under the category percentage
grades* Further inspection of Table 9 revealed that the descriptive
terms and numbers used to define the different sets falling under the
category letter grades were most extensive* For example, under the
category letter grades-* of which sixty of the reports were classified—
could be found forty-three different interpretations as to what the letters
of each set signified* Of the sixty sets appearing under the category
letter grades the letters *AH, nB% "Cf% and ttD!l were common to an*
Despite variations in their characterisation "A" always denoted highest
achievement, ttB* second highest, and nCn third highest achievement*
Failure grades were represented by the alphabets °F,tt HE'» and "U," ttF»
being by far the most frequent used* A few report cards included among
their marics of achievement "Got?1 for conditional, "Inc,11 *»Itt or »X» for
incomplete, "Wn for withdrawal, and "D" for social promotion.
Summary.—It was evident from an inspection of the data in Table 9
that sixty-two of the sixty-three report cards studied in this investi
gation conveyed achievement through the employment of letter grades* Only
one report card indicated school achievement through the use of a per*
centage scale* Of the sixty-three report cards inspected, all but two
indicated markings which represented school achievement exclusively,
while two considered the many-sided aspects of the pupil's development in
estimating his final scholarship mark. It would appear that generally the
school systems considered in this investigation felt that marks should be
based solely upon achievement; for, ninety-six plus per cent of the report
forms examined used a narking system based only on this quantity* Further,
It would appear that since ninety-eight plus per eent of the cards
indicated the use of the letter grade fom of marking, it is the prevailing
feeling of persona working ia the field of education in the studied systems
that the task of reducing the pupil's achievement to an accurate numerical
value is most difficult, if not impossible. A review of educational
literature revealed that the reason for the replacement of the percentage
system with the "A,B,C,D,F" form of marking, lies in the fact that the
letter fora requires less fine distinctions or differentiations in the
rating of achievement*
Currioular and Non-Curricular
Content of Report Cards
Personality Traits Numerated on Report Cards
$?eolfie findlngs»—»An examination of the data presented in Table 10,
page £8 , showed that twenty-three of the sixty-three forms studied ia
this survey reported non-scholastic personality traits under the single
heading of citizenship, ten under the single title conduct, five provided
no entry for personality traits, three reported the student's status in
this area by considering the traits of attitude and effort, two considered
the sole trait attitude, and two the sole trait behavior. One of the report
cards was characterized by the following sets of personality traits in
each instances behavior, adjustment, attitude, and effortj citizenship and
attitude; citizenship and effort; effort; social adjustment; wise use ef
time, cooperation and preparation; wise use of time, cooperation, and
respect for authority. Further, Table 10 showed that five of the report
58
TABLE 10
PERSONALITY TRAITS ENUMERATED ON SIXTY-THREE REPORT CARDS USED
IN FORTY-EIGHT ELORIQ& SECONDARY SCHOOL SYSTEMS AS REPORTED
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cards enumerated an extensive list of personality traits* Two of the
report cards provided space for the teacher to make behavioral comments,
and two indicated that traits of social development and citizenship were
considered in assigning the pupil's scholarship mark.
Summary*—An analysis of Table 10 disclosed that of the many listings
of personality traits to be found on the sixty-three report cards in
vestigated, the sole tfcait, citizenship—appearing on thirty-six plus per
cent of the cards—was the most popular, while, the sole trait, conduct-
appearing on fifteen plus per cent of the cards—proved second in popularity*
Because five of the report cards provided no space for the consideration
of non-academic traits, it could be assumed that the instances of tbs
traditional practice of reporting only subject matter achievement to
parents yet prevails in an age when the general position of educational
authorities it that all aspects of pupil growth should be reported to
parents* Further, Table 10 showed that only two of the sixty-three cards
1
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provided spaee for the teacher to comment on the pupil*s behavior* It
is possible that many school systems did not practice this method due to
the fact that it is very time-consuming for the teacher.
Report Cards Containing Printed aid/or
Unprinted Subject Areas
Specific Findinga.--The data in Table 11 disclosed that of the sixfcy-
three report-cards examined in this study, fifty per cent plus used report
cards with no subjects printed on themj forty-one plus per cent used
TABLE 11
NUMBER OF HEFORT CARDS CONTAINING FEINTED AND/OR IMPRINTS)




























































































































report cards with one or more subjects printed on then and with one or
more spaces provided for the entry of subjects; while, seven plus per
cent had all subjects printed on them* Of the forty-seven composite-
forms, fifty per cent were of the printed and unprinted type, thirty-three
per cent had no subjects occurring on them; and, sixteen plus per cent
had courses of study printed on then.
Summary,—Table U shows that of the sixteen report-cards in the
category of individual-forms, none had printed courses of study on them*
In the category of composite-forms, the type of report-card classified as
having printed and unprinted subjects proved to be moat popular. Report-
cards having no courses of study on them ranked second in popularity and
the least popular report-cards were those having all subjects printed on
them. Concerning the cards with no courses of study printed on them, it
would appear that the courses of study in systems utilizing this type of
card were so extensive that it would hare proved cumbersome to try to
imprint them on the composite-report cards} and it would have proved to
be an avoidable expense for the school systems employing the individml-
forms. Yet, the fact that much teacher-time is saved when report cards
have all courses of study printed on them must not be overlooked*
Curricula Enumerated on Report Cards
Specific Findings.—An examination of Table 12 indicated that of the
sixty-three report cards reviewed in this investigation, English appeared
on thirty-one of the cards, mathematics and science each occurred on
eighteen report cards; history and social studies each on ten cards; home
economies and music each on nine cards; agriculture and physical education
62
TABLE 12
CURRICULA ENUMERATED ON THIRTY-ONE REPORT CARDS USED IN









































































































































each on six cards; geography and the title health and physical education
each on five cards. The courses of study titled algebra, art, bookkeeping,
health, languages, shorthand, and typewriting appeared each on four dif
ferent report cards* while, the subjects titled civics, commercial,
industrial arts, latin, and Spanish each were printed on three different
report cards, ten report cards had the following courses of study ap
pearing on them twice in each instances arithmetic, band, chemistry,
gsometry, library, library science, physics, reading, speech, and study
hall; wherein, nine cards had the subjects termed biology, business
arithmetic, economics, general business training, glee club, introduction
to business, spelling, trigonometry and writing imprinted on them once
respectively*
Summary.—The curriculum is the school's whole program for its
learners. A recapitulation of the data presented in Table n disclosed
that only thirty-one report cards had some imprinted courses of study
on them. With this in mind, assertions concerning the curricula of the
schools considered in this investigation are based primarily on thirty-one
report cards. Tab!* 12 shows that English appeared on all thirty-one
cards? while, mathematics and science each occurred on fifty-Ma* plus per
6k
cent of the report-cards and ranked second in frequency of appearance*
Subjects holding third rank in frequency of imprintation on cards were
history and social studies, while music and home economics ranked fourth,
agriculture and physical education fifth, and geography and health and
physical education ranked sixth* A host of other subjects were found to
be imprinted only one, two, three or four times on the report-cards con*
sldered in this study.
Examination of Table 12 further indicated that some report-cards
related their courses of study through the utilization of "broad field
concepts11 as English, mathematics, science, and social studies; while,
others employed "specific area concepts1' as algebra, civics, Spanish,
chemistry, biology, and reading* The use of "broad field concepts" was
preferred by most school systems* It is evident that English held a
dominant place in all of the school programs considered* It would appear
that although mathematics, science, history, and social studies held least
conspicuous places than English, they gensrally played distinctly im
portant parts in the studied schools' curricula. Further, it would appear
that the classical subjects in American secondary education—English,
mathematics, science, and history—comprised integral parts of the school
programs investigated*
It was noted that of the thirty-one report cards having courses of
study printed on them, only one card reported student-status in terms of
success in achieving particular course objectives and this card employed
this practice only for the subject English. Despite the fact that educa
tional leaders know that single marks in subjects tell little about the
various elements of a pupil*s progress in that subject, practically all of
6$
the report cards studied gave no itemization of specific course objectives
to report pupil progress* It would appear that one reason for the school
systems—considered In this aspect of this investigation—relating the
course progress of the pupil with a sole mark was to economize on time
demanded of teachers to prepare such reports. It is possible that variety
in the curricula presented on the report cards studied was brought about
by variety in the social and economic needs of the communities served
by the school using such report cards. It would appear tiiat there was no
unified philosophy guiding the structuring of the thirty-one curricula
considered in this investigation.
Types of Data and Appraisal on
Report Cards
Specific Findinga—Tha data presented in Table 13, page 66 ,
Section A, disclose that thirty-eight plus per cent of the report cards
scrutinized in this study had individual high school names printed on
themj none had the city alone imprinted on them; however, twenty had the
State alone appearing on them} and twenty-eight were found to have both
city and state printed on them. The addresses of individual schools
occurred on too of the sixty-three cards, while, county names appeared on
&rty-aeven. The imprinted names of school principals or supervising
principals were found on twenty-two plus per cent of the cards, while,
superintendents* names appeared on forty-seven plus per cent of the cards.
Only three plus per cent of the cards had the addresses of their county
school boards and a message designated solely to the student imprinted on
them in each instance. Fifty-eight report cards were characterised by
messages directed exclusively to parents, and of these, nine explained
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TABLE 13 - SECTION A
TYPES OF DATA AND APPRAISAL ON SIXTX-THREB REPORT CARDS USED
IN TORTY-EIGHT FLORIDA SECONDARY SCHOOL SYSTEMS AS















































































































school objectives, twelve extended conference or visitation invitations
to parents. Five report cards presented no emanation of school objectives
61
nor invited parents in for conferences or school visitations*
Summary,--!!! this period of educational learning where authorities
are generally convinced that adolescent development is poly-sided and
that school reports should reflect total student-status, it becomes most
difficult for devisers of report-cards to contrive cards that will report
the pupil's total development without being so detailedly comprehensive
as to defeat their own purposes by placing too great a burden on teachers*
The data exhibited in Table 13, Section A, indicated that of the informa
tion printed on report cards, the practices of having messages designated
exclusively to parents and of having county names printed on report-cards
proved to bo most outstanding. Further, Section A of Table 13 shows that
many report-cards had the following information printed on them: name of
high school, the state within which the high school was located, the city
and state within which the high school was located, and the name of the
county superintendent* Few cards were characterised by such information
as name of principal or supervising principal, the school's address, the
address of the county school board, and a message exclusively to the
pupil* It would appear that most report-cards designers characterized
their report-cards with messages to parents with the ultimate objective of
bringing about better mutual understanding between parent and teacher;
and a greater community of purpose among these two parties toward helping
the student having actualized within him the educational objectives of the
school* Of the data found imprinted on the cards studied, it would appear
that it was a most unpopular practice to characterise cards with the fol
lowing Informations the lone name of the city within which the high school
using the report card was located, the address of the individual school,
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the address of the county school board, and a message exclusively for the
student*
Specific Findings. Section B,-»An interesting picture is exhibited by
Section B of Table 13, page 69* An analysis of this section shows that
of the information to be injected, all sixty-three report-cards provided
space for the following items to be inscribed in each instances name of
student, school year, times absent, and signature of parent or guardian*
Ninety-five plus per cent of the cards provided space for the insertion
of the grade and sixty plus per cent provided space for the name of the
school* Sixby-nine plus per cent of the cards contained tardy records}
twenty-five plus per cent contained present records; and only four plus
per cent contained conference desired records* Less than two per cent
of the report-sards provided space for parent comment; only nineteen plus
per cent had space for teacher comment only; and thirty-six plus per cent
had spcae for parent and teacher commeats; nearly forty-three per cent had
no space for neither parent nor teacher comment* Concerning signatures:
nearly sixty two per cent made provision for the principal or supervising
principal's signature; fifty-seven plus per cent for the homeroom teacher
to sign his name; twenty-three per cent plus for the signature of tha
individual subject teacher; and, only nineteen plus per cent made provision
for the homeroom and individual subject teachers to sign their names*
Other items for which provisions were made for their insertion are as fol
lows* semester scholastic average, recorded on fifty-nine cards; promotion
noted indicated on fifty-two cards; semester examination grade, inserted
on thirty-nine cards; year scholastic average, transcribed on thirty cards;
credits or units earned, explained on twenty-four cards; homeroom number
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written on sixteen cards; annual withdrawal date, written on five cards;
date of birth, recorded on four cards; and, hearing and vision records,
recorded on three cards. Three plus per cent of the cards provided space
for the insertion activities and hours of home study, respectively;
whereas, one plus per cent of the cards made provision for the following
records in each instance: address and telephone number of pupil, age of
pupil, date concerning marks of the pupil's class as a whole; health
note, height and weight, and honors bestowed upon the pupil*
Summary.—-One of the most troublesome questions to arise concerning
the content of report-cards is "What to omit?» The data shown in Sections
A and B of Table 13 emphasize the fact that there is little agreement as
to what items should characterize the report-cards considered in this
study; however, it should be noted that all sixty-three cards had space
provided for the insertions of ihe student *s name, school year, days
absent, and the signature of the parent or guardian. Generally, most
report-cards provided space for the recording of such items as: grade,
name of school, times tardy, signature of principal or supervising principal,
signature of home room teacher, semester scholastic average, promotion
noted, and semester examination grade. The following items, though less
conspicuous than the proceeding, frequently had spaees provided for their
inclusion: days present, parent and teacher comment, year scholastic
average, and credits or units earned. Concerning the category, attendance
report, it can be noted from Table 13, Section B, that sixteen "absent"
appeared on all of the report-cards; whereas, "present" occurred on only
sixteen. It would appear that this is an effort on the part of most school
systems to save teacher reporting time. further, under this same category,
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it should be noted that only three cards provided space for conference
requests, A review of the data on the category, "comment", shows that
almost forty-three per cent of the report-cards studied provided no space
for either parent or teacher to make comments; while for the remaining
fifty-seven per cent there was some type of provision for comments* The
data in Table 13, Section B, indicate that a two-way communication or
comment between parent and teacher was most favored* It would appear that
space was provided for parental or guardian signature so as to insure his
having viewed the report-card which was primarily prepared of bis benefit*
Further, the data presented in Table 13* Section B, indicate that the
recording of date of birth, hearing and vision, activities, hours of home
study, address and telephone number of pupil, age, data concerning marks
of class as a whole, health note, height and weight* and honors proved to
be most unpopular practices* Considering the data presented in both
sections of Table 13, it would appear that variations in the items
characterizing the sixty-three report-cards was due primarily to the fact
that each item was selected with reference to its relation to the educa
tional objectives of the individual schools, the endeavors of securing




Rationale.--Parents and/or guardians have title perogative to know how
how their children are progressing In school and reciprocally American
school teachers, as servants of society, are obligated to provide this in
formation*
Studies and investigations, under the chairmanship of Guy H. Hill,
reveal that pupil progress information desired by parents nay be divided
into the following four categories:
a* In comparison with his group, how well is ay child mastering
the various subject matter?
b. Considering his over-all ability aid potentiality, is my
child working up to that level?
c« What strengths and weaknesses does my child evidence in his
class work?
d. How is my child progressing, in social de-selopnBrt;, such as
citizenship, conduct, attitudes, etc,?1
Some years ago a parent in her article, "A Parent Speaks," asserted:
There is one kind of report I value above all others-- tte
kind that not only tells m something of ray child's growth
now but as it may be....The best reports are those which
1
Joseph E. Wherry, «What Are Current Trends in Reporting Student Growth
and Achievement to Parents?," The Bulletin of the National Association of




leave a door ajar into ths future*
The passing on of s ueh information to parents and/or guardians at
regular intervals in some fashion or other is here termed "reporting student-
status♦" The ultimate value of such reporting should be to give information
whioh may and should be utilized by both student and his parents and/or
guardians to the end that his difficulties and weaknesses will be recognised
and attention will be directed toward improvement.
The problem of adequately reporting pupil status has, from tine of
old, served as nourishment for lay critics of public education and has
offshoots which diffuse into all aspects of education from administrative
organization to instruction* Wrinkle, in a brief but comprehensive state
ment of pupil report ramifications, says:
It is one aspect of the problem of measurerort> and
evaluation, it is a fundamental aspect of the guidance problem,
it looms large In the tfiole complex of the school's influence
on the attitudes, motivations, and emotional reactions of Hie
students, aid it Is frequently a delicate link in the relations
of the school and teacher to parents and the public generally*"
in investigation into the history of education reveals that seconiary-
school teachers, having long been perplexed by this problem, have come to
realise that an adequate, valid system of reporting is essential in high
school education* McCord states as some direct advantages of good re
porting the following:
It helps to provide (1) a way for students and teachers to
1
Edna long, "A Parent Speaks," Education Digest. XEC, No. 2 (October,
1953)* p* 32*
2
William L. Wrinkle, "Six Years of an Experiment in Marking and Re
porting In the Secondary School of the Colorado State College of Education."
Gaidance in Public Secondary Schools, ed. Arthur E. Traxler (Lancaster*
Lancaster Press, Inc., 1939}, p* 87.
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evaluate pupil achievement properly, (2) correct infomation
on pupil progress to parents, and (3) essential information
about students to colleges and future employers*
And as perhaps equally important, he lists as by-products of good school
reporting systems:
.♦♦improved school-parent relations, increased student
motivation and effort, better teacher planning and in
struction, and finer student-teacher understandings.^
Of the numerous instruments currently being used in America's
secondary schools to report student-status to parents Idle most prevalent
are report cards or booklets, narratives or letter reports, parent-teachar
conferences, and combinations of different reporting methods. Of these,
the report card, on which letter marks of MA, B, C, D» or »P« appear, is
by far the most common.
It is felt by contemporary educators that school marks, when employed,
should symbolize evaluation results of pupil progress in all important
developmental areas* Investigations by Smith, Standley, Hughes and others
reveal that school larks may be of educational significance*
,(1) to pupils by acquainting them with the objectives
of the school, by revealing the knowledge of progress toward
school objectives, and by serving as incentives to further
accomplishmentsj (2) to teachers by serving as a means of
1
George M. MeCord, "What Are Current Trends in Reporting Student
Growth and Achievement to Parents?,« The Bulletin of the National Association
of Seeondary-School Principals. XLIII (April, 1?$?), p. 1&. -
(New »*■»«■
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self-appraisal, by providing an articulate basis for indi
vidualised pupil and group-instructional planning, as well as
for other forms of guidance and counseling, and by promoting
the development of a critical self-appraisal by pupils? (3)
to administrators by providing a basis for the classification,
promotion, and guidance of pupils, by providing a means of
evaluating teacher efficiency, and by by interpreting the
schools to the publlcj aid (U) to parents by acquainting them
with, the objectives of the school, by helping them understand
their own children better, and by aiding in the development of
an intelligent cooperation between tte home ani the school.
According to the various studies exaained by the writer, it is the
concerted opinion of educational authorities that the report card can
never be completely effective as the sole method of home-communication.
Today, educators and laymen alike realize that ihe traditional school
mark—«iiieh was first employed to report the accomplishment ©f pupils*
toward educational objectives restricted to subject-matter achievement—
cannot serve the cause of secondary education to Hie degree it once did,
la recent years, the educational program of the secondary school has
undergone significant changes. Inclusive in this change is the broad
ening of the concept of the function of education to encompass aspects of
personality development and human relationship as necessary outcomes of
sehoolwrk. Inherent In this change is the fact that pupil progress should
no longer be reported exclusively in terms of subject matter achievement.
Such a change has compounded the reporting problem} such a change logically
demands modifications of traditional reporting devices to better serve the
contemporary concept of education. As teachers have become cognizant of
these facts they have incessantly endeavored to create better methods of
reporting, i.e., devices which reflect the school's philosophy, devices
«„*.,. /iST1®!/* ^ithi L#I* staa<a®y# ««* Cecil L. Hughe®, Junior High
School Education (New lbrk» McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., Ig&g), p. 3^
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which are "scopeful" enough to met the demands of the modem concept of
education.
Despite the numerous attempts to create better methods of reporting
pupil progress, an examination of present practices aid current literature
shows that to date this is still a baffling problem*
Evolution of the Problem,—>The role ©f the writer as a student in
course $>6, Problems of Teaching and Observation in the Secondary School,,
School of Education, Atlanta University, 1959, contributed to the evolution
of this problem. First, while preparing to make a formal class presenta
tion on "Appraising and Reporting Pupil Achievement" thewiter secured,
through her extensive readings, a wholistic picture of the classical
problem of reporting pupil progress to parents and became wry interested
in the multiplicity of methods employed in our American school to solve
this problem. Interest in this problem was catalized by the fact that it
was in this course that Hie writer experienced six weeks of practice
teaching, at the eemlusion of which she was required to report her students'
progress in the form, of the traditional summarisation letter marks. As
one actively engaged in reporting pupil progress the writer became con
vinced that Smith, Xyler, an! their co-workers were correct in asserting
that*
••.the single mark la a subject hid the facts instead of
showed them clearly, because it was, in effect, an am rage
of judgments about various elements in a pupil's progress
that lost their value when thus ccrablned,1
Out of these experiences, first passive then active, the writer became
1
Eugene R, Smith et*L», Adventures in American Education. Yd. IHs
aing and BeeordingStudent Progress (New York* Harper and Brothers,
2), PP. UtJe"^
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keenly aware that though every parent has the right to know how his child
is progressing, far too many of the present-day reporting devices utilised
by teachers to meet this obligation are highly inadequate. Realising that
reporting techniques have been and are being criticised fey persons from
an walks of life, the writer found the technique employed in her state to
be no exception* The writer was profoundly impressed by the omnipresence
of inadequacies of traditional means employed in American school systems
to report achievement and growth facts to parents as wen as keenly aware
of the challenging nature of reporting problems to be encountered "when
a school cuts loose from the moorings of tradition and strive to do a
thorough job in this field,111 Therefore, tie writer, having a zealous desire
t© do something constructive toward solving this problem, inaugurated and
executed a research on ^Practices in Reporting Student-Status in Florida
Secondary School Systems*" The ultimate goals of this research were to
ascertain and present an authentic, whoHstie, accurate picture of the
nfoxiBS» and ^methods'1 employed by the forty-eight participating Florida
secondary school systems in their reporting of pupil progress to parents
and/or guardiansj anfl to m&e valuable recommendations toward Improvement
of the methods used by these school systems so as to make them more maaning-
ful for the parent and/or guardian, the student, arri the teacher.
Statement of the Problenu—Ihe problem of this study was to ascertain
the methods employed in Florida's secondary school systems to inform parents
and/or guardians of student-status} and to examine and analyze the content,
structure, and nature of such student-status reporting methods, toother
Arthur E. Traxler (ed.), guidance to Public Secondary School©
(Lancaster: Lancaster Press, ineV, i&g), p.1 oo« ?^^
with the formulation of recommendations for improvement pertinent thereto.
Purpose of the, Study*—This study was inaugurated with a two-fold
general purpose: first, to ascertain ami evaluate the presently employed
methods of reporting student-status in Florida's secondary public schools;
second, after securing a ^holistic picture of the state's reporting methods,
as studied to make specific recommendations for improving reporting methods
in light of the development of the total individual*
The specific purposes of this study were as follows*
1, To ascertain the -various reporting preedures employed in
forty-eight Florida school systems.
2* To amlyze, interpret, and evaluate all data on reporting
procedures secured from forty-eight Florida county school
systems in order to:
a* Ascertain the content, structure, and nature of reporting
techniques and instruments used in the forty-eight
county school systems studied*
b* Ascertain the extent of homogenity and/or heterogenity
of reporting techniques and instruments employed by the
forty-eight county school systems studied
e* Ascertain the extent to which the discovered student-
status reporting methods are characterised by items or
procedures designed to measure and evaluate the learner*®
total personality development—his knowledge of subject
matter, his cocial qualities, his emotional maturity, his
physical characteristics
d. Ascertain the frequency of student-status reporting in
tervals
e# Ascertain the frequency of provisions made for parental
or guardian responses to the student-status reporting
methods employed by each county school system studied.
Definition of Terms*—The significant terms used in this s tudy
carried these designated meanings:
1* "Maries," as used in this study, refer to what goes into the
school record to characterize the learning or growth of the
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pupils. In turn, marks are taken from the record to form
the basis for reports made to pupils and parents* Marks
are formulated at periodical intervals as determired by
administrative policies of a school. Often pupils,
teachers, and parents retmr to narks as "grades." Though
no distinction will be made between these terms, the pre-
ferred,term, masks, will be used most frequently i» this
study.*
2. »Comp©site forms" of a report card, as used in tads study,
refers to a report-card form which incorporates all marks
earned by the pupil in the different individual subjects on
a single card.
3. "Individual ferra" of a report card, as used in this s tudy.
refers to a report-card form which incorporates only narks
earned by the pupil la one Individual subject on a single
looale and Research Besiga of the Study—1?ha most significant phases
of the locale and research-design of this investigation are as follows*
1. locale - Because the data for this study were secured as a
result of sending personal latters to superintendents of forty-
eight counties la Florida, the locale of this study was eon-
sidered as forty-eight counties la th® state of Florida,
United States of America. The task imolwd in the eallectioii,
assemblage, treatment, and interpretation of the data for this
research was performed from and at the writer*b office at
Atlanta IMversity, Atlanta, Georgia.
2. Research Method - The DeserlptiTO-Survey Method ©f research,
«tmzl»g^e special techniques of statistical troateent and
terpretation d i lanalytical in on, was use n co lecting and
terpreting the data for Sis study. "«reu« ™
3. Materials - The sixty-three report cards, six deficiency
warning notices, and letters indicating the use of the
conference ffltthod in reporting student-status used in this
SSl5SSSiErd ^ ******
to
TTr V^JU^J^^SSiJ^S^ °£ *«"-¥ *»"" *—"-a (Hew York*
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a) The related literature pertinent to this study was reviewed,
summarised, and incorporated in this thesis copy.
b) The data essential for this research were secured through
request to forty-eight Florida county superintendents*
e) The "report forms" secured from the forty-eight school
systems were analyzed with reference to the following items*
(l) methods of reporting, (2) number of different report*
card forms used per school system, (3) titles of report
cards, (U) grade levels of cards, (5) sises of cards, (6)
colors of cards, (7) frequency of reporting intervals, (8)
marks of social development or citizenship, (9) marks of
achievement, and (10) content of report cards*
d) The data derived from the ^report forms" were assembled
into appropriate tables and figures as determined by the
purposes of this study*
e) The principal statistical measures utilized In the analysis
of the data were the frequency and per cent of the items
comprising pupil "reporting forms*"
f) The findings, conclusions, implications, and recommendations
stemming from the analysis and interpretation of the data
were written up and constitute the content of the finished
thesis-copy.
Summary of Related Literature*—The research findings and opinions
of authorities in the field of education on the problem of reporting pupil
progress presented included information concerning the place and value of
an adequate reporting system, essentials of a reporting system, main
defects in reporting systems, reporting devices and techniques, and trends
in reporting*
The literature surveyed relative to the place and value of an adequate
reporting system revealed that reporting has ramifications which diffuse
into practically all aspects of education, from the administrative to the
instructional* The major purposes of reports are to provide for recurrent
and methodical examination of pupil-growth, to inform parents and/or guard
ians of their child's school-status, to inform the pupil about his student-
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status, to serve as sources from which information may be drawn for ad
ministrative purposes, to serve as sources of information for guidance
purposes, to provide information for promotional purposes, to promote better
school, home and community relations, and to stimulate the teacher to be
ever mindful of important school goals. Thus, reporting holds a signifi
cant place in all secondary school programs*
The findings pertaining to essentials of a reporting system indicated
that though reporting systems should be flexible, mutating with changes in
curriculum, authorities generally agree that there are certain postulates
which should be considered when an endeavor is undertaken to build effective
and defensible reports* Among these essentials ares (a) Is the report
iiasily understood by the different people who will read it? (b) Does the
report reveal student-status in all areas of learned behavior falling
properly within the realm of the school's concern? (c) Can the report be
relied upon as an indicator of potential and actual student achievement?
(d) Does the report place primary emphasis on progress in learning and
secondary emphasis on comparative achievement? and (e) Is the report
feasible in terms of teacher-tine and teacher-energy?
It was revealed in the literature surveyed that authorities agree that
prevailing reporting practices present an incomplete picture of the
student's progress toward the general school objectives as well as the indi
vidual subject objectives* Further, many schools are not completely clear
as to the purposes their report cards should serve or what they should
report or what basis of comparison should be used in marking* Many educators
bold that the indexes used to report evaluations of student performances and
achievement are often unreliable*
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The literature reviewed relative to reporting devices and techniques
revealed that dissatisfaction among parents, pupils, teachers and educators*
in general, concerning inadequacies in reporting practices has led to the
adoption of a variety of reporting techniques and devices* Among these are
the detailed analytical evaluation sheet, simple descriptive statements,
scale type evaluations, anecdotal records, the conference, and check
sheets. Of the numerous categories of devices and techniques employed to
report student-status, all nay be classified under the headings (a) report
card, (b) parent-teacher conference, and (e) letter to parent* Of these
three devices, the report card with its traditional letter index is by
far the most widely used* The conference and the letter devices are seldom
used as sole methods of reporting but are usually used to supplement the
report card* Presently, educators are endeavoring to devise newer and more
effective techniques to report evaluations of student growth aid develop
ment*
Studies by several educational authorities concerning trends in re
porting disclosed thatt (a) Parents want report cards which tell them more
anout their child's strengths and weaknesses, about his progress toward
specific subject objectives; (b) Letter grades will continue to serve as
the principal index of reporting student-status; however, there is a
growing tendency to supplement this index with symbols and check marks; (c)
More provisions are being made for parental comrants on report cards; (d)
Reports are becoming more pupil-centered; (e) Aspects of the student's
growth other than the academic are beginning to characterize more and more
report cards; and (f) Individual achievement rather than comparative achieve
ment is gaining emphasis* Generally, reports to parents and/or guardians
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are beginning to convey facts about all aspects of the pupil—his physical,
mental, emotional, and social sides* They are becoming more humane, more
personal, and more impllcative of the future than the past*
Summary of the Findings*—»A resume of the findings, which resulted
from the analysis and interpretation of the data essential to this re
search, discloses the following significant faots:
1* Methods of Reporting Student-Status — Of the methods used to
report student-status, which were found to be operative in
the forty-eight Florida secondary schools considered in this
research, the report card—supplemented or unsupplemsnted—
was used by all of the school systems studied; however, only
five systems employed it as their sole reporting device* Six
school systems used the combined nethods of (a) the report
card and (b) parent-teacher conference only upon special re
quest of parent or teacher; and six systems used the combined
methods of (a) the report card, (b) deficiency warning notices,
(o) urged parent-teacher conference due to unsatisfactory
progress, and (d) standing parent-teacher conference invitation*
Only three school systems employed the combined methods of (a)
the report card and (b) parent-teacher conference as an in
trinsic part of the formal school program* The combined re
porting methods of (a) the report card and (b) the parent-teach
er conference standing invitation was used by twenty-eight
school systems*
2* Number of Report-Card Forms Used Per School System— In respect
to the number of different report-card forms used per school
system studied, the practice of using exclusively one report
card per school system prevailed in thirty-eight of the forty-
eight systems studied* Two report-card forms were used by
eight school systems, while one school system used three report-
card forms and six report-cards fcrms, respectively*
3* Titles of Report Cards - Twenty-one different titles were im
printed on fifty-two of the sixty-three report cards; while,
eleven cards were tiileless. The word "report*1 was incorporated
in all but one of the fifty-two eard titles* The most popular
titles were "Report of ," appearing on seventeen report
cards; and "Report Card," appearing on seven report cards*
lu Grade Level Designations on Report Cards - A variety of grade
level designations were recorded on the report card and all were
classified either under the category of composite form or
individual form* The category of composite form was charac
terised by the grade levels (a) seven to eigrt, (b) seven to
>» (c) seven to twelve, (d) eight to twelve, (e) nine to
ISL^T^zl te? to twelve. Grade levels eoraprisinff the
Wre (a) 8,even throughTwelve? (b)
^^» «* <<*> aixgLeTfoT seven th
JS f: J*»"«*« these two categories, tfcT
FrZ^lSiXL^ l9Vel ^ignationfwere'as follows:
.3 per eent of the cards were designated grades seven
and (e) 9*$ per eent were designed the grades seven to
*• aixa Of Report Cards - The data relative to report card
.niilfrpg*rangliig *» ■^fy°m 9 x i^
6. Colors of Report Cards - The colors white,
green, pink, ^ orange characterised tl 5 T*&
were white, six were yellow, four
7# ^^S8 ^"Zr** &r R<?porfe Cards " mth resP«t to reportingintervals, sixty report cards indicated the practice of^WtX?
TteeSL™!d/^ f00181 D!f1Opment aa^or Citizenship Evaluations-
The indexes used in reporting evaluations of Hie student's social
cS°SS "aft! ^^iP ^it3 we» letterlraSs, sySS,
Jwa ilSi Sd ?*»■» anl coiaraeats. Five of the sixty-
aSor 2?f S? *?* "•Z11*^ &x> "*A» 0^ social deve^nt
and/or citizenshipj two of the report cards contained no separate
t^7 if rePoptl»g personal-social traits but fused these with
pacts of the student separately from his achievement*
£"*%!* °I ** report cards « SS
53? sta*
9. Indexes Used for Achievement - With reference to
achievement, sixty-two of tte sixty-thrercards i
8*
evaluations of academic achievement in terns of letter indexes;
while, one used the number index* Of the sixty-two cards
characterized by the letter index, forty-three had a five
division soale—the most typical example being BA,B,C,D,F;B
seventeen has a six division scale—the most typical was "A,
ByCjDjFjX;11 and two were characterized by a seven division scale—
these were «A, B, C, D, F, I, W» and "A, B, C, D, E, F, I*»
Little homogenity was found relative to the interpretations
given to the sixty-three sets of achievement marks appearing on
the cards*
10. Evaluation of Personality Traits - Of the fifty-eight report cards
which used evaluations of the student's personality traits, two
had provisions for the teacher to make comments with reference
to this aspect of student-development; and two simply stated that
the traits of attitude, conduct, and participation were con
sidered in the student's scholastic mark* The remaining fifty-
four cards used a variety of terms to indicate this aspect of
the student's status* The single term citizenship appeared on
twenty-tuo cards; while, the sole term conduct appeared on ten
cards* The remaining cards were characterized by a variety of
personality concepts* Five cards had an extensive list of traits
appearing on them; seven cards used two descriptive terms to
report this aspect of the student's status; two used three terms;
and one used four terms* Of the multiplicity of descriptive
personality terms used, the most frequent appearing—whether
alone or incorporated in a set of terms—were citizenship, eon-
duet, attitude, effort, and cooperation*
11* Printed and/or Uhprinted Courses of Study on Report Cards - Of
the sixteen report cards classified under the category of
individual forms, none had printed courses of study on them;
whereas, of the remaining forty-three composite report cards,
sixteen had no subjects printed on them, five had all courses of
study presented on them, and twenty-six had one or more subjects
printed on them with space provided for the insertion of a
subject or subjects.
12* Subject Designations on Report Cards - The data relative to
curricula enumerated on the report cards revealed that only thirty-
one cards had printed information on them relative to the school's
courses of study for its learners* English appeared on all
thirty-one cards, mathematics, and science, respectively, on
eighteen cards and history and social studies, respectively, on
ten cards* The subjects music and home economics were printed on
less than thirty per cent of the thirty-one cards; while, the
courses titled agriculture, physical education, geography, and
health and physical edueation ware imprinted on less than twenty
per cent of the cards* A large variety of courses of study ap
peared on less than seventeen per cent of the cards in each
instance* One card was characterised by a definite explanation
of course objectives and this was only for the subject English.
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13* "types of Data and Appraisal on Report Cards - With reference to
the types of data and appraisal on report cards the following
facts are significant: All sixty-three report cards were charac
terized by two types of information—printed information and
infonaation to be inserted. With respect to printed information,
it was a popular practice for cards to have the names of the
city and state, county, county superintendent as well as a
message to parents imprinted on them. With respect to these items,
the message to parents appeared most frequent. The nature of the
massage to parents was either to explain school objectives or
invite parents in for conferences or school visitations or both.
Relative to information to be inserted, all report cards had
space provided fbr the recording of the student's nans, school
year, times absent, and parental or guardian signature. Provision
for the recording of grade, semester scholastic average, and pro
motion notation appeared on more than eighty per cent of the
cards* whereas, space for the recording of times tardy, principals
or supervising principal's signature, home room teacher's sig
nature, and semester examination grade appeared on less than
seventy per cent of the cards. An exceedingly small per cent of
the cards were characterized by provision for recording the
physical development, honors earned,relative ranking of the
student with reference to the members of his class, extra
curricular activities, hours of hone study, and request for con
ference. Almost forty-three per cent of the cards studied
provided no space for teacher or parent comments. Of the remain
ing fifty-seven per cent of the cards studied, two-way comments
by parents and teacher rather than a comment by the parent or the
teacher was the favored practice*
Conclusions.—The analysis and interpretation of the data derived
from this research would appear to warrant the conclusions to follows
1. The report card was the basic device used in the forty-eight
Florida secondary school systems which participated in this
research on the practices used to report student-status to
parents and/or guardians. Hbwewr, the vast majority of the school
systems which used the «report-card'» feund its exclusive use in
adequate, and thus supplemented it with such devices as the con
ference and deficiency warning notice*
2. The use of a single Report-card form per secondary school system
was, by far, the predominant practice.
3* Of the twenty-one different titles imprinted on the report card
thejrord «report» was incorporated in twenty of the titles,
farther, with reference to report-card titles, the data warranted
the conclusion that there is a growing practice to omit titling
secondary report cards. It is possible that educators believe^
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that the report card inherently implies "report*"
k* There prevailed no untfona pattern for the designation of grade
levels for the report cardss however, more than half of the cards
had grades seven through twelve printed on them; thus, indicating
that there is a trend toward the use of the same report-card fom
throughout the eix years of high school. It would appear that
such a practice prevails because it reduces the chances fer mis
understandings between home and school; for, educational research
indicates that the likelihood of misunderstanding by parents in
the interpretation of reports increases in proportion to the
number of different report-forms that they must interpret.
!>• Most of the school systems preferred a medium sisse card, having
the approximate measurement of eight inches by four and three
quarter inches, to a very large or a very small card*
6. Although a variety of colors characterized the report cards, a
white card with black printing was the most outstanding practice.
Only one school system indicated that its choice of card colors
was to designate grade levels. The remaining systems indicated
no particular reason for their choice of card colors. The
prevelancy of using white cards could have been due to economic
reasons.
7. The prevailing frequency-interval of issuing report cards was.
by far, four times per school term* It seems logical to infer
that most systems felt it necessary and desirable to send report
cards at frequent and specified intervals so that the parent
or guardian could keep up-to-date in his concept of his chiad»s
dynamic status as a student.
8. The use of letter indexes to report the evaluations of the
student*s social development and/or citizenship traits was the
prevailing practice} however, there was a growing tendency
toward the use of sjsnbols*
9. The employment of the letter-index: to report evaluations of
student achievement was almost a universal practice among the
forty-eight school systems studied.
10. Most report cards were characterized by a provision for reporting
on personality items? however, few school systems neglected
making evaluations of this aspect of the student's performance.
Hie predominant practice was to report student-status with re
ference to his personal-social traits under the heading of one
S*5?*?! hwever> t*16*® *» a growing trend toward the use of? !
Smtfu! H^u***^***,**™ SP®63*16 Matures of the student's
personality growth and d evelopment.
11. The practice of using report cards with the school's whole program
printed on them was most unpopular; while, the practice of
using cards with no courses printed on them was most popular*
However, there appears to be a trend toward using report cards
with part of the school's curriculum imprinted on them aid
part of the curriculum to be recorded*
12* The classical subjects in American secondary education—English,
mathematics, science, and history—*yet hold the dominant places
in school programs* It is significant to note that only one card
reported student-status in terms of success in achieving parti
cular course objectives; and this card employed this practice
only for the subject English
13* There was a prevailing practice for cards to be characterized
by a printed message to parents and/or guardians which ex
plained the school objectives or extended an invitation for
conference or school visitation* It would appear that most card
designers characterised their report cards with messages to
parents, with the ultimate objectives of bringing about better
mutual understanding between parent and teacher; and fostering
a greater community of purpose between these two parties which
will be helpful to the student in actual ising within himself the
educational objectives of the school* The only items found
common to all report cards were provisions for the recording of
the student's name, school year, times absent, parental or
guardian signature and periodic course grades earned* Only an
exceedingly- small per cent of the cards considered such facts
about the student as his physical development, his honors
earned, his relative ranking with reference to the members of
his class, and his extra-curricular activities* The findings
indicated that though there persisted a trend toward two-way
communication between home and school, a large number of the
schools completely neglected providing comment space on their
report cards*
lit* The results of this study appeared to agree with the opinions
of many authorities in the field that with respect to reporting
most schools lack the courage to cut loose from the moorings
of tradition and endeavor to do a more complete job in this area*
Implications-—The educational implications derived from the findings
and which are applicable to this study are as follows*
1. The report card as Hie sole reporting method does not adequately
reveal all aspects of the poly-sided nature of the student's
status; therefore, it should be supplemented with other re
porting devices*
2. There is no one method or report form that works best in all
schools, at all grade levels, in all areas of school work,
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with all teachers* The nature of the reporting methods used by
each school should be geared by its particular educational
philosophy and objectives. Thus, reporting is a unique task for
each school*
3* Fundamental significance should not be placed on the Sbva of
the report bub upon whether the report presents an adequate,
reliable, valid, and constructive picture of the total per
sonality and achievement of the student*
lu It is impossible to combine into a single mark the many qualities
comprising the student's personality traits*
£• A single symbol representing the student's achievement in a
multiplicity of outcomes can never serve as an adequate and
Intelligible index of his achievement*
6* An adequate plan for reporting the learning experiences of the
student win demand as many separate reports sm there are dif
ferent learning experiences*
Recommendations*—The following recommendations are given on the basis
of the findings, conclusions, and implications:
1* The make-up of the report card or any other mode used to report
studentestatus to parents and/or guardians should reflect and
reinforce the basic purposes of the school*
2, The report card is only one element in a complete reporting
systems therefore, do not confine the report of student-status
to a simple report card*
3* Report cards should reflect the student's total growth and de
velopment without being so comprehensive as to defeat their
own purposes by placing too great a burden on teachers*
lu To suffice for the duration of several reporting periods, the
report card should be made of durable material*
3>* The report card should be of a moderate size, neither too large
nor too small, approximately eight inches long and by four and
one-half inches wide*
6* The frequency of reporting intervals should be governed by the
extent to which it improves the teaching-learning situation*
7* The reporting of the many qualities comprising the student's
personal-social traits should be more descriptive rather than
by a word or phrase which could be interpreted in many dif
ferent ways by different people*
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8. Report cawte should precisely identify classroom objectives
so that student growth can be reported in terais of progress
toward clearly defined goals.
9. Supplement the system of the letter or numerical grade reporting
student-status with comments and special patent and/or student
conferences.
10. Incorporate within reports both the student's progress in re
lation to his own capacity and in comparison with the achieve
ment of the members of his class.
n. Reports to parents and/or guardiaia should be more diagnostic.
Sf^f*"g *! 2W Of **• behavi°r reported and ans^ring '
the "How?" and the "What?" that parents or guardians may do
constructive toward aiding teachers in actualizing the educa
tional objectives of the school within tte student.
12. Report cards should make provisions for two-way communication
between home and school by providing ample comment space for
both the parent and the teacher. Such a practice has a two-fold
objective: fir st, in that it encourages teacher flexibility in
reporting student-status, and second, in that it provides the
opportunity for parents to participate in tte overall ap
praisal of student progress.
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